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For the \):wt s :!.:tteon yen rs I ainco tho discovery of the 
Ches ter .. ea tty Papy i • ' :o\·1 Tostar113nt scholars and stuc onts 
havo beon otudyin:-; t ieso i1.?port ant tl'Jtmuscripta in ordor to 
discover ,.ihat vnlue they .1ave .for t 10 histor y of t axtual crit-
icism. "~ny qucutlom, have been r:::1isod 1 a nd aor.te or t hem h~vo 
been antJ\·1erc d . P;ut textual critics are f'ar f'rom arrivine at 
any ,.inul conc lut;iol'U:J about either t he Cheotor Deatty Papyri 
thcr. salvos o uout their pl a ca i n toA"tual criticism. ~tany 
car ... tul stu ' i c s will still tave to be made before the inf or-
mation ·11ich t . i discov01'"Y hao to oi'f or is exhausted. 
~· 1c p u:-~030 or t.his pap r is to try t.o determii?e I to a 
certo:L e::tcnt , t. o !-;i i f!cance or one or t h9se Che tor aoat-
ty Papyri , n · ?:?~l)· Pl:.6 , i n Gt. Paul's Second $piotlo to tho 
Co1'inthi ans . It t rios t o ans ucr some of the quost:tons t hat 
are beini .. oo :cd and t:hich wat be answered bef'ore crlt;ics are 
able to ri. vo P46 a .:. inal slot in the complicstod maze of t he 
hist.or:, or t he : 10 1.·1 "'ostamcnt tcJ..~. 
The study is of course limited, f'irot or all, by the 
author's de fici encies in kn01.·1ledp;0 0£ the .i:e\1 TestDL'1ent 1 e nd 
soco11dly, by the nmount 0£ raotorial available. .11th one O.'"<-
coption, he s ources usod in this paper nre avail3blo in Pritz-
laf.r i'lemorial Li b r nr,J 3t Conco~...J.a Seminary, St. I,ouio. 't'ho 
exception is H. A. J~nders•, A Third-Contun Pooy;rua Codex ,2! 
2 
~ 'Distles .9.,! Paul, 11hich t•ras obtained frorn the library of 
the Univorcity or •ichinan. 'l'ho readings cited in thio paper 
aro rcst:!"'lctcd to those mentioned in the el)paratus 0£ the 
t t-1onty-fi:!.-st edit.ion of. ··~berhorcl iiestle•s Hovum Tostamentum 
01--aec~. 
Chapter I I p:..•esents i n brief' a discussion or tho uhole 
manuscr i pt 46: t.,,e history, charactoristics, and si ~ni.fi-
cance 0£ t he manuscript. Chapter III s~ts dotm the basic 
principle£s f"oi'" the science or textual c r iticisra t~hich are 
employed in t tti.s pape1"• Chauter IV, the main body of t he t he-
sis, is a cliocussi o11 oi' each instance in uhich P46 is ·noted in 
the est.le a ;;Qratus in the ,,ccond Epistle to the Cori.nthions. 
Tho s i .ni f i cance of ths se variant readinr.:s is summarized in 
the f inal chapter. 
CHAP'l'C:R II 
THE 1-1AMUSCI?IPT P46 
The History o:r Pl:-6 
In t.he year 1930, .:r. Chaster Beatty, a pri vate collec-
tor of rri.anuscripts , bouP:ht a r.~oup 0£ ten papyri of' the Epis-
tles or St. Paul, which had recently been found somewhere in 
•,eypt. TM.s ,1a s t he beginnine; or one of the fireatest manu-
script c i s coveries since Tischenclort1s purchase or t he great 
CodeY. Sinait,:i.cus i .n 181~4. Within a short time, Sir Frederic 
Kenyon a nd Dr. u. I. Bell in England, and Dr. Ibscher, cura-
t or of' pa pyri cit; the e1 .. lin Uuaeum, be,,.an to piece thG rr,u·-
rnents toect.hor an• 3i ve them a thorou,..h examination.1 
iJot lon ~ aft -ar this purchase, it t·:as discovered -that the 
Egypt5.on des lors had sold thirty pagos of the san1e manuscript 
of the Pauline Epiot.les to t h3 University of !,lichigan.2 
As these p3pyrus leaves \'lere slowly being collected, 
schola r s s et to wor k publishin t hem. In 1934, £Canyon in 
England publi nhed the orir;inal t.01.1 leaves. In 1935, n. • 
Sande1•s published theso ten leaves with the thirty that lie 
, 
-earl Schr.iidt " Die neuosten J3ibeltunde aus Aegypte11 n 
ioitschrift f'ue1• dle 11euentestamentliche Uiosenscbaft, Xll 
(l93l), 265-0:- -
2oscar Paret, Die llibel: Ihre Ueberlieterunp; !n Druck 
und Scht'ii't (Seco11d edi'tion; Stuttgart: Privilegierte 
l'1uerttembergischo Ribelanstalt 1 1950), PP• 52-53. 
, .. 
had at his d:isposal, nm:; it was thou~ht that thia was a com-
plate printed i'acsirilile of a very important ri10nuscr!pt. But 
no sooner was San ~ers • publica~ion of t hese Forty leaves in 
print t han r:r. J3c tt.y purchased no less than .forty-six more 
leaves of the same cor.i.ex--a t otal of eir.:hty-ai:: le,eves. 3 
Finally all e i 1r1.t y - s ix loaves of' the n1anuscr1pt t1ere pub-
lished i n 1936 by Si1.• . r cdei•ic !Ienyon. 4 
-:" et-1 '!'est arnent schol· rs t l roughout 1ihe \'rorlrl were eager 
to l earn wher e the manuscript had been found, in hopes that 
manuscripts of equal i mportance might be searched f or and 
discovcrod. Bu~ the Egyp~ian dealers refused to disclose 
the location o ... t he f ind.5 Finally, Or. Carl Schmidt, of' 
Berlin , a .. ter cure.rul st.ud.y, decider.! that the manuscript had 
come from J\l :une on t.h.e cast bank 0£ the Hile near tho si'tG 
or tho ancient city 0£ A:phroditopolis, about ono hundred kil-
ometers south of· C3iro. Vory lil:ely they had been stor<:1d in 
o jar arid ur·iod r1ear an old cloister instead of bein~ de-
stroyed, because or t he s,':lcred character of tho text. 6 
It is di fficult to determine the oxact data or ~his 
3Fr ederic Kenyon, The GbeG~er Soatty Biblical Panvri: 
scriutions anl f'exts of Tl'loiva r~anuscr1£!s on Panrus of' 
t10 Gree~ __ :te(!..01.don: Emery :1lalksr, Lt .,~933- , ffl:, 
vll". Hereafter tttis will be c·i.ted as The Chester Beatty 
Biblical Paoyri. 
4E. c. Colt·1Bll, i•1ht1t i s ~he nest t m-1 Testament? (Chica,F.o: 
University of Chica~o~ss, 1952~. 49. 
Sparet, gg,. citi., P• 53. 
6scbm1dt, sm,. cit. , P• 4. 
s . 
manuscript, numbered P46 by Professor von Dobschuotz, 7 althou -·h 
moot of the s chol ars who have studied the manuscript aeree on 
the t hi rd century. u. c. Hosld.er dated the manuscript earlier 
than anyone else t-1hen he placed ito ,-,riting in ab:>ut the year 
190 . • ll. g Professor Ulr-lch 1ilcken, universally recognized as 
the chi ef li vinB papy1•ologist, dates the manuscript at 200 A. D., 9 
alone ..,,it.h the editor of the Zeitschrif't :fuer die iJeu-Testament-
- ---- ---- - -----
licbe tii~s enschuf't.10 Si !' Frede::'ic : enyon would place P/:,6 in t he . 
f irs t half 0£ the third century,11 along with Oscar Paret.12 ifo~1-
eve1~, Sa11de1•s ~ta"tes : nr BP.reo that the manuscript belongs to 
t he t":1ir·c! centur.1 , but I i:;ould hesitate to put emphasis on the 
first half of the century. nl3 At any rate, there is enot eh agrce-
mont amonr:; rocor:;ni zed. 11 c:n·1 TestQment scholars to place P46 in tho 
t hi rd century, a t leaot a full century bef ore the grent codices 
Aleph and D, which \•1ere, until the discovery or P46, by far the 
most i mport.ant 't.ri t ne ssos to the Epistles of St. Paul. 
71. , Sander s, A Third-Cent.u1 Panyrus Codex or the Epistles 
.2! 1?.!!!!, ( ,,nn Arbor: U'n1versity or ich!.gan Press, -ns3"5T; p . 1. 
fl · 
El mer r.1ooller ; "P4o and Textual Criticism, n Concordia 
'l'heoloiµ ca l :;:.7onthly" XVII (1946), 343. 
9 . 
Hans Lietzmonn, Zur Fuerdigung des Chester-Beatty-Pa~s · 
der Paulusbrie fe (Eeriln: veriagiier""'llcademlo der !issenscrten, 
ffl4), P• 3~ 
lO"Motizen," Zei t~chrif't .f'uer die Ueu-Testaznentliche •·11ssen-
scha£t., XXXIII (19:34), 2:21. - - -
llKenyon~ !!:!.! Chester Beat ty Biblical Papyri, PP• xiv-xv. 
t l paret~ op. ·cit., opposite Plate 4. 
1.,. 
~sanders, 2.2• £!!•, P• 13. 
6 
1'he Characteristics of P46 
As t he scholars probed .furthe.p! and further into P46, com-
parioons ·ii.th other manuscripts displayea ~at:iqjs characteristies 
peculiar to P46. Because the present chapter is only prelimi-
nary t o n more detailed view o:1' a particular section or the manu-
script ~46, only a few of these characteristics tJhich may prove 
helpful 'to t he study as a whr.,l~ will be cited. 
1\ t t he pr · sent time there are eighty-six extant leaves in 
P46. Oric in3lly there t1e1•e 104 leaves in a sinele quire. Sevon 
leaves a:ee micr-iin3 at "the beginning and seven at the end, as t~ell 
as two leavos coming :lm1necliately ai'ter the first that has been 
' 
preserved , t ogathor with the corresponding leaves at the end.14 
'i'he cod'=!x w3 s j:orraed by layin~ fifty-two sheets or papyrus on 
one another 3nc! f'oldinc~ ·the whole maas over in the middle.15 
'l'he verso side of the leaf precedes the recto in the- first half, 
and the 1•ect0 precedes the verso 111 the second halr.16 
T'ne text begins on the inside of the first leaf, and tho 
pages are numbered t},.roughout in the center of the u per ~argl.~1.17 
Owing to a s~ribal error, two pages escaped numeration bettteen 
pages 100 and 101, hence the page nwnbers from that point are 
14Kenyon, ,lh! Chester Beatty Biblical Papyri, P• viii. 
15 !!:!!g., p. ix. 
16sanders~ .22• .9-.!•, P• 2. 
l7Ibid. -
7 
lo,·1er by two th~U'l they should have been.18 
None of" t bs pa~·s in the manuscript arc entirely per.feet, 
but usw.,lly t he los3 is only a rew lines. At the be~innine or 
the codex t he los~ :ts onl~,r one or t1·10 lines at the bottom: hoi.,_ 
ever, at t he encl it 1.•ises to 3 lo3s of seven.19 The le&ves mea-
sure f rom Oif;ht. :;md 0110-half' inche13 lon~ and rrom five and th1•ee-
eighths ~o s i -- :1.ncbes tJide. The single column of writing on each 
page is from oeven t o oight i nchea lone and from four to five 
inches trlae . 'fhe number of lines vary .from tt·1enty-fi ve to thirty-
ttio. 20 
The. hond i n which Pl,.6 is written is larae and £ree-f'lot-Jin5 
t"lith somo ·pr.etonai ouo to st.1rle l;\ncl elegance. Each pa~e is up-
right a nd square in formation with no letters exag~ra~ed. Both 
lottor s nd. lines ai•e nent and well-apaced.21 The ink is da?"k 
brot-m an, has i'aded little.22 
,:n,at t he last sa~1c:m leavos or the manuscript aontnined can-
not be deterrrd ned . It is £a~ too short tor the Second 3p1stle 
to the Thessaloni a11s a nd the PastorEJl Epistles I unless pages 
t·1ere t a cked on to the end of t.he codex. Probably the last five 
shaets a i'ter t he l.i'irot Epistle to the 'l'hossalonians t·rere left 
18Ke11yon, ~ Che~ter lleatty Biblical Pa1>yri 1 P• ix. 
l91l?!£!., P• viii. 
20sanders, op. ill•, PP• 4-S. 
21icenyon, ,l!!! Chester Beatty Diblieal PoR7!1 1 P• xiii. 
22
sanders, ~• cit.~ P• 12. 
s 
blanlc, sinco it wQs difficult tor a scribo to judge just how 
many leaven he would require f'or such a large ,-,ork be.fore he start-
ed. 23 
The manusci-:tpt P46 contains the Pouline Epistles in the 
follo,·lin ; order: 'l'he Epistlea to the Romans., Hebrews, Corin-
thians, Ephesians, Galatians, Philippians, Colossians, and tbe 
First E '>istl o to t he '!'hesDalonians. l- ios1ng are the follo-;-ling 
verses.: 'Romans 1 :l-5 :17; 6:14-8:lS; I Thessalonians 2: 3-5: S; and 
t1hatevcr rollot·1cd t his on the last soven pages.24 The placing of' 
t he Epi stle t,o ~ha Hebrews i mmediately after the l~pistla to the 
Romans is a lr:1ost uni que. Uona of the Church Fathers mention this 
order, and i t hns been round in but one other manuscript, rinus-
cule 1919. 25 
G. Zu11t z , \~ho did extensive work on P/+6 in the First Entstle 
to t he orint-:.hians m1d the· Epistlo to the Hebrews, notes some 
othe1 .. char a cc1:.11"istics or tho manuscript. Ue remarks ~hat in 
spite 0£ its nea t appearance (it ,-ms ,~itten by a professional 
scribe ancl corr ect ed--but val-3 imperfectly--by an e~rt), P46 
is by no means a good manuscript. Tile scribe committed very 
many blunders. Probably he tms subject to fits or exhaustion.26 
23Kenyon·, I!!! Chester Beatty Biblical PapYri, PP• x-xi. 
24I, . d . 
...2.:!:....•' P• x. 
25 
sanders, gJ;?,• ~-, p. 12. 
26 · 
G. Zuntz The 'l'el..'t of the E,1stles: A Disquisition upon 
tbe Corpus· Paul!nwn(toiiuoii:'" -irritsh Academy Sy c-cottrey 
tmiimerieRe, oxford University Press, 1953), P• 18. 
- .. 
9 
However, he cloes not mean to imply that the text of P46 is not 
rsood. The tel..'t may well be ranked alon~ with i\leph, n, and D 
as one of tho moat importa11t of' all New Testament manuscripts. 
The scribe did poor work in copying a very excellent text, how-
ever, and the manuscript was corrected very sketchily by three 
correctors. The fi~st corrector was probably the scribe him-
self, ,·1ho corz·ected as he ,-,rote. The second corrector wrote in 
a broad pen a 11d veriJ black i11k aI?d added the page numbers and 
stichoi. The t hird corrector ,-,rote in a cursive hand, probably 
in t be l at.e 'third century. 27 
In hi s eva luation, Zuntz of!'ers a two-told caveat: First 
of all, t her e are a great nur,1ber or scribal slips in P46. 
Secondl y , it pr eserves some ver-f ancient Qonjectural a1terations 
of the 01'":i.5'in.':l l wording . 'l'herei'ora, a reading or Pz,.6 alone 
should never be a ccepted unless its intrinsic quality can stand 
the severest test; also scr.i.bal slips must be discarded in 
asaesoing ~he basic quality of this most ancient w.Ltness.26 
Kenyon supports this assertion by saying that readings peculiar 
to P46 are not as a rule very no~t-~orthy-... some mero1y scribal 
errors, Otho rs are possible variants though :in_ the absence o~ 
support they are not likely to be prGferred.29 
The above references display some ot the p•cul1ari1d~• o~ 
27 . 
~•• PP• 2S3-S4. 
26 llis!•, P• 23. 
29Kenyon, :r!'!! Chester Beatty Biblical PaP7d, 
10 
the manuscri~'t itself thot have been noted by various scholars 
as they otudied P46. But hou does P46 fit into the textual 
tradition ot t he fJet-1 Testamont? 
In gene?·al, it ia a8reed that P46 ai;rees more 'I'd.th the· 
Alexand?-ian tradit1_on than w:lth any other family, although 
the manuscript a lso reveals a sienifiaont number of Western 
readings. Kenyon remarks: 
l1ith l'"er,ai•d to · the text or the Pauline Epistles, all that 
can be s a i d a-t present is that the r.mnuscript io certain-
ly not of t ho Byzantine type and is definitely nearer to 
t he Aleph and -~B ~oup, and especially to B, than to the 
Western eroup DFG. It shot1s, hoi10ver, several agreements 
tr.i.th l!'G i n small groups, though fewer than tdth B. The 
orcJ.or of' agoemen.t after D is A Aleph CDFG, with tbe te>..'tus 
6ecent tts c: lone; uay bohind. There are a com~iderable num-cr oi' s i nr;ular rGadings, but none or much i mportance • .30 
Lake,31 t•:ill i om Hotch,32 iT. A. Sanders,3.3 nnd Zuntz.31', agree 
generally with t hio obocrvation. 
:Ji t h r er;a rd t o spocif'ic l'icstern readings, P46 has rnada 
more appar ent t han ever before the ir:iportance of the Western 
te.>i.-t. Sandez·s notes, for example, that the agreement of P46, 
D, F, and G must be considered strone evidence £or the oricinal 
30Frederic Kenyon, Recent Develoments in the Textual 
Criticism 0£ t he Greek ilible (London: Oxt'orcfunlvorsity Press, 
1933 J, p.' r>r. -
31Iarsopp Lake,. "SOma necent Discoveries," Relird.on !.B 
Life, V (JanU3ry, l~.36), 97. 
321/illiam H. P. Hntch, The Principal Uncial r,:anuscrints 
2!: the New Testament; (Chicav,o: Chicngo University Press, 19.39), 
opposlte°Plate II. · 
33sanders, .2.2• cit., p. 23 • 
.34zuntz, on. cit., P• 135. 
11 
text • .3S And 1.urit.z a ffirms tbio whan he says, np46 proves that 
t1estern readin s in non-Western 'lr.ritnesses are, zenerally, an-
cient surirlvals. u36 In ract, he maintains t.hnt P46 alone \·11th 
one. ~1ester n t.:itnes.;, can be right against the wholo of' the ot hor 
tradition. 37 ··v.1"the1•more ho llOints out anoth.er contr1 bution . ' 
of the ··,es t er n t ex t to te,.,tual crl ticism ,-,hen he says: "In 
correcting Pl;.6 t he correc·tors almost ulways rejected Western 
readings and .fol lowed the ,l\lexanclrian tradition. This shows 
that as e .JrJ.y au 200 A. n. the1'"e \•,as in existence a Christion 
critica l , hi lol om,. n38 
. s ra_ as tho second r~istle to the Corinthians is con-
corned, Kenyon 1.,is found th3t P/-6 agrees ,-:1th tho West.em text 
eleven t.i mos aeai11st si~"ty a ~reements with the Aloxand1•ian ta~"t 
in variant readi ngs.39 
The Si g-dif icance of P46 
On the basis of' some of t.ho cllaracteristics 0£ the manu-
script., one n1t~s 't look at anothor aspoct or this important ad-
dition to the te:ttual h1stor3 of' tho Paulino Epistles. ilhat 
is the s i gni f'i c::mce or the discovery of P46? 
35san .er.a, OJl• .ill•, P• 30. 
36zuntz, op.~-, 
37Ibid., P• 159. 
3tibid., P• 262. 
39Kenyon, !h! Chaster r..eatty Mblical PaJ>Yrl, P• xvii. 
12 
Probably the most sign1ricont thing that P46 has confirm-
ed 1a tho !'a ct t hat textual scholara arc no't"t morca certain than 
ever tb,1t the IJow Testament tbati we possess is substantially 
sound. 'i'he manu.sc?"i pt has no surprises-nothing basically new, 
but it confirms thP. ~.ralidity both or the present text of the 
f•ie1·1 Testame1.1t a11.d t.ho validity of' the mothods or textual criti-
cism nm·,, in us0 .40 It f:luoporto the roadinga of the early un-
cials a gainst t he Byzantine text or the textus receptus, but 1t 
does not t;ive exclusive support to any single teA"t or group or 
manuaci."ip"Cs.1:-1 
Pli-6 i.s Oflpecia lly helpful in assessi11~ the value or Codex 
Vaticanus and tho • l exandrian tradition. It ,-:as the position of 
·103tcott 1ncl Hor~ that Codex lJ ,1as almost a perfect copy of the 
orif ina l text of tho Mew Testament. However, since the dis-
cove:i.'"y or P46 1 s cholars a.re mu9h rnore wary about acceptinB the· 
roadill5s o f D outornatically. In .fact, L.1etzn1ann goes so i'ar 
as t o s ay t ha1~ Pl:.6 -destroys any over-confidence in the Er:YP-
tian t oA~. 42 Pl:.6 poi!'lts decisively to the conclusio11 that 
~odcx B does not 1"epresent u text or original purity dominant 
in Er,ypt t hrou ·1out the second and thircl centuries. It f~ves 
positi vo p1--oof t hat other te~:ts e·::d.stod. 43 -Sven when P46 and 
1..0 
Lietzmsnn, oD. ~-• op. 3-4• 
41 
K•::myon, 1h! Chestor Beattz. Biblical PElpYri, P• .lCcii. 
42
uet~~monn, 22• ~. 1 P• 11. 
43
~J'altor H. Lutz, "Variant Readings in the =raxt or First 
Corinthi~no on the Basis 0£ P46" (Unpublished Bachelor's 
Thosis , Concordia Serni11a ry, St. Louis 1 1946) 1 P • •1 • 
13 
the lll.Oltandrian te.:tt acreo, this is not conclusive evidence that 
it &iveo t he oi•i ginal toxt. It moroly establ ishes that in those 
PDrticult.u• readin:.;s Pl,.6 ,;vos the earlier Egyptian text on which 
tm Alexandri an r ev-laion wao bssed.44 As rar as the Alexondrir n 
tOJ..'t io concerned , thon, P46 has tau(tht scholars to be wary of 
accopti n ~ i ta rea cli11gs without careful woighing and counter-
\'18i£!hi n:r of' a l l tho evidence. 
I n adc~itim , P46 has been si~ni.ficant in the critics• 
jud :1011t oi' t 1e t· este1""n text. Before the discovery of Pl.ah , 
scholars trere o£ton all too rea dy to accept tho readin a o~ 
the Al exaf'l.d rions wl thout conclusive evidenco. On the other 
hand, t hey wcr-o often Gil to prona to reject a readinB tha t was 
discovered to be :.:·estorr!. ~•ii th the advent of P46 into t.1e world 
or t o ·ual cr:ttici~m, t ho picturo has changed. Critics are 
be i.nr1i11g to reali ze t hat tho l/astern text (particularly Codex 
D) contains reodin3 which may t-rell be orie:1,nol. One author 
r eroarl-m : 
It; ~ oi: the f'inding of' P46 to demonstra te that the pecu-
liar ·Jestern 1•eadings of manuscripts V ond ~ ore just as 
old as t he referred ~eQdings or Codices Aleph and B, 
and i n some ins t ances may indeed be God• s own i•/ord, 11id• 
don t hrot1 ;,h many centuries. 45 
Furthermore, PW, along with the other Chester Beatty Papyri, 
has completecl t he d isi11teg1-ntion of tho so-cslled .. 'astern 
te~ as a si11r.-le family in the ol<l sonee of Westcott and Hort, 
.. • . 
l~4sanders op. Cit P• 30. • - -·· 45.. 11 ,. ,;oe. ei: , .22.• cit., P• 34S. 
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tlhich included the Old Syriac versions and oth9r Eastern 
authorittes.46 Lietzrnann ventt1res to say: 
Today we a:r.:-e at the old problem, whether and to ·what ex-
tent the ~lcstern text is an i~provement over the well• 
established Egyntian te:ic1.. Pl+b, it is hoped, idll anst·1er 
thio quostio11.4"/ 
In othc1~ 1.'lords, a s concerns ·~ho E~JPtian and tho t.restern texts, 
P46 stron ,ly j.ndj.cates that futuro textual critics ,..;111 be 
compelled co .pl0toly t o restudy their comparativo evaluations 
or the 'tt•;o 111.a jor textual families and their rela tionship to 
ono ano ,he.r . '!'his does not ir11ply that there are r;oint:~ to be 
any r.i..ajo:r• cha nr;cs in t he ~,orth of either Codex B and its 
allies one! t he ~les tern te,r-~, but a ne1.·1 evaluation· of the situ-
ation ui t~ : ·t he inc lusion oz P46 would undoubtedly yield rich 
rewa1'"d& to ::mme 0nte1"J)rim. nr.~ scholar. 
P/,,6 i s l'! a lmost coJ:1plete copy of' the ~pistles of st. 
Paul, at least a century older than the oldest of the author-
ities on ,.-J'n ich the text had hitherto rested, the c reat codices 
Vaticanus and 3in.a i t icus. 48 It antedatos both t..i-te Lucian and 
the Hesychi an reconsions and.. gives us an example of the type 
of text that ~he Hesychian recension ( Aleph, B, etc.) was 
based on. ~-9 ;Jot onl y does it precede the Jtesychian recension 
46- t -1.. ~\ ru z , £!?• Q-~-. p. e. 
47
Lietmnam1, OP. ~-, P• s. 
48ICe11yon, I!!! Cheste1• Be.atty Biblical Papyri, P• vii. 
49g. von Dobachuetz nzur L1ste der neuent.estamontlichen 
Handochrif't0n," Zei tschrlf't f'uer die 11eu-Test-: .antliche 
Uissenscbait I Y..Xitf ( i9jj J, --nto. - -
lS 
but it- is also older than b:>th the Old Latin and the Sahidic 
transL~tiona (to both of which it shows much a££inity)--trans-
lat1ons t·1h:tch a;:-e hit hly respected becauso of tho age of their 
texts.50 
In s pite 0£ t he age ;Q.f. p46ts text and its general ex-,. 
cellenco, however, it dare not replace, in modem critical 
thought, the pos ition that Codex f3 held 1n \·.~oott and tlort 1 s 
system. Pl.6 i s still an imper.feet text. It is nothing more 
than a n e xce l l ent example or the codices that were current in 
about t he ye~r 200 A. n.51 For even P46, by 1tsel£, brlnfis 
us only to t.he t hr eshold or the decisive period, The recovery 
or t he orit,il'l.~l teJtt; 1 if it is to be attem:ptod scientifically, 
depends upon the illumination of its history in the second 
::2 cent ury . ... w P46 reveals, in spite or its excellence, that be-
tween the mi c d le or the first century, when tho Pauline Epis-
tles were written, and 200 A. p. there were a large number of 
variant r eaclin=-,•s that crept into the text, which must be dis-
covered and recoe,aonized by painstaking methods or criticism. S.3 
Kenyon sums up this aspect of P46•o significance as fol-
lows: 
It the1•c i'ore seems clear that• \'lh:l le our modern texts 
a r o on advance on those which precoded them, we have not 
50t1etzr,1ann,, op. cit,., P• 9. 
51-· . i 10 ~•, P• • 
:"'2 
' Zuntz, ~• ill•, P• 11. 
53 · 
. ii'rader ic !tenyon, The 13ible and Modorn Scholarshin 
(London: Johl1 Murray 1 1'9l;9) 1 P• 2n:-
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reached final ity. The napyrus a££ects the balance or 
evidence i n many caoes; · and ~~1ile it can by no means 
clai r,1 a pr ed.ominant aut.hority (oince, so f"ar as wo l:now, 
it i s onl y a t Gxt cir culating in provincial E6YJ)t), it 
nhot·.1s t hat t he marr;i.n or doubt in dotails is ~eater 
t han wa s aup osed, and that the exercise of critical 
judgenen t and -tho search !"or rurtbor evidenco are still 
roc;ui1•cd. 54 
Par vis and t;i kc;ron i n their rnomontous work \:lhi ch summa-
rizes t ho present s t ate o f'" text:.'!lsl criticism, make the rollow-
ine observuti n , ,'ii1icb at t'!. rot glance may s omn somet·1hat rad-. 
ical, but. t·1hich v.pon so me 1"0f'le ... ctio11 r.'lBy point t o a ne\'l under-
standi nt of t!us porti cula 1• aspect of t extual criticis1n : 
mo s t udy Pl:.6 .-10 J:•oquire a new mental attitude,_ wherein 
we raoy set sside 0111• itnoi:-rled~ and estimate 01· tho early 
1"actimci ons and approach these earliest, rllaterials de novo. 
It uoulc nppear to be f auJ.ty procedm•e to judge a"tl1!ra-
c011tu?.·y te:ct. b~,' l a t e1· ones, especially when the .former 
aay ontedot 8 t he hypothotical ~yrian revision.SS 
The1"0 is one other significant fact that the discovery 
or P46 has establ ished. Be.fore 1930, it was generally thought 
tbet nt tho beginnin ,:,- or the t lli rd century the Epistles or st. 
Paul wer e ~ti ll restri.ctod to the papyrus roll, a tact 1-1bich 
t1ould ne co~;s:i.ta t c s eparation of the Epistles of' .:,t. Paul into 
individual vol uri1es. UO\~•over, P,46 in its codex form proveo 
that t he Pauline 't'.rrf.tin ?'B \·1ar e known in a collected form as 
early a s t he third century, which mas impossible ao long as 
the papyrus 1"oll was the only vehicle or publication.56 Tha 
54Kenyon, !h£, Chester Deatty Biblical PapYri, P• xxii. 
55 -1errill Parvis and J\llen t'11kgron1 i' m1 Testament : .• anu-
scriBt Studios (Chicago: Chicago Uni varsity Preiss I c. 1'9'5tJT 1 
P• 2 • 
56 
Kenyon! Recent Developments in the 'l'Oxtual Criticism .2! 
~ Greok Bib e, P• oO. - -
-~ .. ------------
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Chaster Beat~y Papyri, in BGneral, ohow that the codex was 
usod evon earl ier than 112d hitherto been confir1ned.S7 
P46, t he11, is certainly the most important New Testament 
disc~very of tho century. On the one hand, it has proved that 
\•,e of' the twenti eth century have a substantially good text of 
the .Cpistles or ..,t . Paul. On the other ham, it opened up t.ho 
thrashol d ojf' t extu.al history to the vicissitudes or the second 
ccntur-1 , pr ob:ibly the most i111:>01~tant contury for the history 
ot textual critic:tam , one it has caut1ed 1rew Testmnent schol-
aro t o sit back m1d to evaluato carefully tho principles of 
textuul c:1-.t ticis m ,~hich they had hitherto been using . 
57Fredcric Kenyon, Rooks and Readers in Ancient r;N:ece 
!m!, or,1e (Ql.tord : Clarenaon Press, 1951) ,P• ioo. 
CHAPTER III 
'rllE PRilfCIPLES OP TEXTUAL CRITICISM 
A tho1'"ough d:!.scus sio11 of t.he methods ot textual criti-
ciom t1oul d .far exceed the limits of this paper. However, in 
order i ntel-.i e11tl y to discuss the variant readings in the 
Second Epi stl e t o t he Corinthians in relation to P46, a few 
principl es shoul d be noted. 
The s cience of textual criticism probably reached its 
zonith ,·1it.h tho i ntroduction to .T!!!!,. ~ Tastoment !!! ,!?h2 Orip;-
1!!!! Gr ee k of \1estcott and Hort. J~enjamin \' arfield summarizes 
tho situation at t h e turn of the centurcJ as follows: . 
'i'he com, a r a tive va lues or the -three ~i•eat moderi'l texts-- ·:. 
t he oi ;:;ht h edition of' Tisc.hendorf (lu64-72), the one · · 
ur·ca t cdi t 1.on of' Treflelles (1857-79) and t.he e dition of 
:-!ostcott and Hort (1361, and reissued in lfl65) need hard-
l y be discussed . These three editior1s indicate the bigh-
w~tor mark of modem airticism, and to point out that 
t bey aer ce i n t heir sat tlanent of the g;reater pnrt of 
t he t e.:...-t . ,·.here tbey dif fer ,-,e may decide now 1.d th one, 
most !."r oquent l y 1.dth the latest: and in theso corapara-
tivel y f ew na3sages future criticism may £ind her espe-
ciEil t ask.l 
In ve .. y brio.f outline, Westcott and llort laid dm·m the 
f'ollowl n:': principles : · 
i estcott and Hort isolated tour def':lnite families or 
texts: t he t.eutro l, the Alexandrian, the Syrian, and the 
Western. The ~,r di d !lot como to any def'ini te decision a s to 
1Bonjamin n. 1ar£ield, An Introduc1.ion to the Textual 
Criticism of t he ri1m1 Testament: (London: Hodder and stou~htcm, 
il¾99 J , • '2'2'5-;- -
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where the Neutra l te::itt aroso. The Alexandrian text, of course, 
had 1ts founda t ions in Egypt. The Syrian text 1·.ras \-,hat critics 
today ,·muld c.:o.11 t ho Byzantino text, on which the textus £!• 
C8Dtus was based. The ~astern text arose in Italy and Ho~h 
Africa . Tho bes t 0 £ all the f.'amilios \188 the Meutral text, 
and or t he manuscripts in the Neutral text, the best represen-
tati vo was B {the r.odex Vat1.canus) 1 .tollowod by Aloph (the 
Codex S:l.nai ticus ). t estcott and IIort considered D vi111tually a 
copy of th ori .111al text or tha .rict, Tostamont and t·zero often 
vory rel1!c~a nt to admit that it contained orrors.2 The Alex-
an rian t e>..-t. 1-.ras be s t represented by A (Codex. ·Alexandrlnus) 
end C (Codex Ephr a emi); the jestern text by D (Codex Bezae in 
th3 Gospel s ond t he nook or the Acts, and Codex Claromontanus 
in the Paulino .1!.pistle~ a nd the Epistle to the Heb1•ows) ; the 
Syrlan t ext by K anrl L. But the Alex3nd.rian text, when it t1as 
alone, ~,as almost as unimportant as ·the Syrian, so actually 
there were only t he Meutral and the irestern texts. Between the 
tleutral and. the · :estem texts, Uestcott and Hort much pref'erred 
tho Neutral except for some ~lestern non-interpolations.) 
As far as t aJ:tual criticism itse~r is concerned, Westcott 
and Hort divided the methods into t,·10 main categories: ex-
ternal and i nternal evidence. The two methods had ti> a gree in 
2n. F. tiestcott and F. J. A. Hort 'lhe Mew Testament·in 
!!!! Original Greolt (Ne\!1 York: Harper ~ot'ners," 1882), If ,"""2l.o. 
3A. T. Robertson An Introduction to Textua1·c1--tticism 
g£ ~ Ii!!! 'l'est.amont fNe,-1 York: boran ~ompany, c.1925), P• 37. 
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result it one was to have confidence in one's conclusion.4 
First o~ all, internol ovidonce had to be applied (a) 
to the whole 01' a s i ngle document, (b) to eroups or docu-
ments, and (c) ~o families or documents to determine the val-
ue of' the i ndiv:tdual ma11uscripts and f'amiliea. l.rhen this had 
been done, ono ,-,as 1 .. eady to approach the, e~:tornal evidence in 
a scientifi c manner.; External evidenca (i.e., the eviclence 
or the manuscript or group of' manuscripts as a whole) had to 
be applied f':t r s t t o classes of r-tanuscripts, then to eroups, 
a.nd fina l ly t o .:ncli vi dual manuscripts. 6 Intemal evidence 
(tho ov-l denca of t he particular reading) was divided into 
transcr l ptiona l lrob:lbility (looking at the readinp; from. the 
standpoi nt of' the scribe wbo copied the manuscript) and in-
trins ic tl roba bility (looldng at the reading .from the stand-
point of t ho au thor.) 7 ··n1em stud) ..ing the internal evidence 
or a readi nr.; , it was better to begin tr.ritb the transcriptional 
evidence, bocauae it was moro objective, than to d~al £1rst 
with intrinsic evidence, wiiich was more subjective.S In gen-
eral, all textual criticism consisted merely in usin~ these 
4Ibid., pp. lli-8-49. 
Sroid. , P• 174. 
6Ibid., P• 198. 
? ttestcott and Hort, .!m• ~-, PP• 19-20. 
aaobcrtson. An Introduction !2, Temual Criticism .e! ~ 
New Testament, P• 163. 
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two kinds of evidence in various \-rays. 9 
External Evidence 
Beforo a par•ticular manuacrt'pt could be used as external 
evidence, i t s va l ue had to be decided by the principles of in~ 
ternal evidence, and the age of the text had to be determined. 
To date a pa:r-ticul ar text tho f'ollowiDJ: procedure was r;eneral-
ly used: The earlier versions and citations were carof'ully ran-
sacked, and a l ist or r eadin~s was dratm .from thoso dated sources 
Which could be confidently declared to be ancient. Each man-
uscript mu-. t hen tested by t his 11st. If' a manuscript con-
tained a consider able portion or these readings, or or readings 
\'lhich on ounds or transcriptional probability were older than 
even these , i t. i•:as ciomonstrated to contain an old text. If', 
on t ho other hand , a manuscript failed to contain theso read-
ings, and presented instead variants tn11ch according to tran-
script ional probability appeared to hove grown out or them, or 
tlhich could be proved from dated citations to have bean current 
at a later time, its text was assumed to be late.10 Only t.hen 
~as a particul ar manuscript r'dady to be used as external evi-
dence. As well as applying internal evidence to one r11&nuscript 
as a whole t o deter mine its value, one had also to apply it to 
groups of documents to determino the value or the group ~s 
9warf'ield 1 gn. cit., p. 82. 
lOihid., f>P• 112-13. 
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a whole.11 
\'Jhen a manuocript bad been graded according to its worth 
as a wi t ness to t ho orir~nal text 0£ the New Testament and had 
been pla ced into a f amily or cato8ory, it ms ready to be used 
as external evidence for whataver pal'"ticular reading was under 
discuss ion. Firs t or all, tho textual critic compared the read-
ing t·rhich he was s t udying wit,11 the best manuscripts. If the 
readin8 a greed ui'th the readinz int.ho majority of the best man-
uscr i pt s , it had p:1ssed t he first tost 0£ textual criticism. 
He than compl!red hi s reacling \"il th the families or manuscripts 
(i.e., the I~eut ral, Alexandrian , Syrian, and Western) to deter-
mi ne how ,.,ide l y his reading 1·ms lmot1t1 geographically. If' the 
r eading ·1as t o be round in t he majority of geographical area s 
it had passed t he s econd test of toxtual criticism. These two 
steps 1.1er e , in brlef' 1 the external methods of criticism. This 
is, of' course, a very much over-simpli.Cied. explanation of the 
method or a::::ter nal evidence, but it is basically what the critic 
first had t o do to determine the value or each variant reading 
in the New Testament. 
Interna l Evidence 
The methods ot internal evidence were divided into two 
cateBorie s: 'transcriptional probability and intrinsic proba-
bility. In tho f ormer inotance, the textual critic asked 
llR.obertson, An introduction~ Textual Criticism gt the 
flew Testament, PP• 17 -so. 
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whether ,a change in tha text hao been made intentionally or 
unintentiona lly by th0 scrlbe. \·/hen determining which read-
ing was t he ori · nal and which was the change, tho critic took 
into conside):-at ~oi'l the possibilities of errors of the eye, of 
the memory , of jude;mont, ot the pen, or ot speech.12 An in• 
tentional error may have been made ~hen the scribe corrected 
what he t hou . ht was a linguistic or rhotor!cal error by a pre-
vious scribe. 13 Pr obably tho most comuon error was that of 
accidental omissi on. 14 The 9ossibility or various types o f er-
ror coul d be ;-n:•eatly oxpanded on, but, in general, these are 
the possible error s that the textual critic had to take into 
consideration in determining tm value or a roading by transcrip-
tiomll probabil :t ty. To summarize, the two chiot sources of 
error t-:ere the mi s copy-l 11g or 3 word or phrase and a conjecture 
intended to correct wh,'3t seemed to be an. orror. lS 
Final.ly, the toxtual critic had to study tha reading f'rom 
the poi nt of View of the author. ~/hat would tha author have 
written? This ~ms kno\'m as the method of intrinsic probability .16 
The prepar a tion fb r usi11C tho intrinsic me1.hod of' criticism 
12westcott and Hort,~!~•• P• 2~. 
13
i>l~rfield, .21!• .93J:• 1 P• 9S. 
14s. II. St r e e ter; lh2. I2.!!:. rr0spels (ila1 York: Macmillan 
Company, 1925), P• 36. 
15Ibid., P• 35. 
16Robertson; An I~troduction to Textual Criticism 0£ the 
New Testament, !>• '!SJ. · - - -
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consis t ed in a s e rious and sympathetic study of the author 
in hand; ,-rlt hout this all appeal to intrinsic evidence was 
but openi~g the f l oodgates to tho most abounding error.17 The 
danger t hat attended the use of the intrinsic method grew out 
or the tendency to read one• a O\ffl standpoint into the author, 
instead of reading oneself back into bis.18 Therefore, t his 
last method had to be used \dth a great deal or caution. 
These l'rora basical l y t he principles of textual criticism 
which festcott and Hort developed at the turn of the century. 
For the most part, t hey are still •the rules which the critic 
fol lows today. Uo\·rever, advances have been made in the study 
or t he :r.1anuscrip t and , although Westcott and Hort are .foll0\"17-
ed to a g2;,ea t degree, some or the corrections in their method 
advanced by mode,:-n textual criticism ought to be mentioned. 
Westcott and lort considered B and Aleph almost perrect 
marmscr i pt o which represented ,,hat thay called the Ifeutral 
t ext. Today t heir evaluation of these two codices, especially 
B, has_ been seri ously cha lleneed1 as well as their designa-
tion 11i eut ral" t ext. ·re still f'ollow \11th reservations their 
principle t ha'G B is the best manuscript.19 ·leatcott and Hort•s 
Meutral te:-ct is recogniz~d today not as a, separate typo ot text 
or Alexandria pres erved i~ a purer state than some of the 
17\:Jarfield , .22• ~•, P• 85. 
16Ibid., PP• 84~as. 
19streetcr, .22• cit., P• 146. 
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other Alexa ndrir.m 'texts, 20 but as a part of tho Alexandrian 
tradition, probabl y a careful revision or an earlier text now 
lost t o us. 2~ and Aleph appear to ropresen't, more nea1:ly 
than any ot.hers, the text used by Origen be.tore 230 A. D., 
and Orle;en 'i.-.'t>uld have used tho oldest text ha could procure. 
Therefore, any reading of D ~iii ch is supported by AlGph o~ any 
Alexandr-l on t ext, ·,.,e may assume certainly belongs to the Alex-
· 22 . 
andr:Lan ter~ in i ts earliest fonn. At any rate, today B bas 
been challenged s s an absolute authority, and Aleph even mo~ 
so.23 
Schol a r s t oday have also changed their concept of :·:est,-
cott and Tiort ' s WosterT, text. It had been thought that D an<?, 
others roprosent ocl the n •lestern" text, which was unimportant. 
Ho11ever 11 'today it is recognized that the t1estem text ie prob-, 
ably two di s 't;inct traditions, an Eastern and a \'!estern,24 
called by Strea tor the Caesarean text (Theta) and the text of 
the Church or yria ( sy8 and syc), as well as the text of Gaul 
2°t•lilliam F. Arndt, nA Definite Need in the Field 0£ ?iew 
Testament Te:::-ctua l Criticism," Concordia Theological r.tonthll, 
XVI (Mar?h , 1945) 1 181. . 
21a. T. Robertson, Studies in the~ of the New Testa-
ment (New Yorlc: Do~an Compa~y; c.1.'926')-;7>." '11. - -
22
s treetar, QD• cit., P• 127~ 
23
F1•ederJ.c Kenyon, Recent Devel0Jllll.e11ts in the Textual 
Criticism of the Oreok Bible (London: oxl'o:rcruii!versity Press, 
1933), P• l>J.- . 
24
streetor, .22• ~•• P• 32. 
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and Italy (abD) and North Af'rica (ke).2S It used to be said 
that a reading was usUQlly condemned if it wor~ found to be 
a ~Jestern r eading. nut this 10 no longer true. H0118ver, it 
is still very unclear as to how a tfestorn reading is to be 
valued. 26 In £act, critics today give a special prominence 
to Codex Bezae (D) i'or the Gospels and the Book or tho Acts 
saying t hat i t represents the readiJ18S of the so-callod ~est-
ern text, which, it is held, is tJ:ie text that obtained quite 
universally in ~he second century.27 
Probably t he ne~"t most prominent textual critic after 
Westcott and Hort, ,·.ras II . F. von Soden, \·lho divided all manu-
scripts i nto t hree groups: H--Egypt; I--Palestine and the 
\•Jost; l --Bys:.;anti,1e tradition. Thus he corrected ;·lestcott and 
Hort's t heory o:f the Meutral text, apart from the Alexandrian.26 
Uowovor, v o 11 Soden•s threo groups, although they helped to cor-
rect one r,lisu.'l'J.de:rstanding of 1·estcot;t and Hort, \'1ere not satis-
factory for long. In 19261 one 0£ the greatest textual critics 
of the century propow'lded a ne11 theory with regard to th~ ori• 
gin of the textual families. I~ was the opinion of n. n. 
25i,•reder1c Kenyon, The Text ,gt .!m.! Greek Bible (London: 
Duck\1orth, 1949), P• 243. 
26aobertson, Studie~ in the Text of the New Testamant, 
P• 92. ------
27~/illiam F. Arndt, "Tho Chief Principles 0£ Uew Testament 
Textual Criticism," Concordia Theolodcal Monthly. V (Aueust, 
1931,.), 580. 
28Arndt1 "A Definite Need in the Field of New Testament Textual Crit1cism," P• 182. 
27 
Streeter thut i n ancient times (ca. 200 A. D.) local texts 
had arisen in various centers of Christendom, which are still 
reflected i n the Ol d Latin, Syrian, and Egyptian versions. 
Later t hese t exts were composited in the East under the in-
fl\tence of Const ant inople and in the \'lest in tm Vulgate I i-1hich 
was as i nfluont i al E1s the earlier Old Latin. From the F.ast came 
the Caesar ean (Theta) and the Antiochian (syS and sr) texts; 
from the 1est came t he Italian-Gallic (btf 2 ) and the African 
(ke). The Lucian recension (ca. JlO A.D.), t he mother of the . 
textus r eceptus, is a con1posite of tho Alexandrian, Antiochian, 
and ~est orn texts.29 So Streeter proposed five geographically 
locatod i'amiJ.ies : 'the Alexandrian (B, ~leph, L); ~he Italian-
Gallic (Dabr:r2 ); the African (~toWi&); the Antiochian (Old Syri-
ac); and the Caesarean (Theta).30 The new family which he pro-
posed (the Caesarean ) has bean shown since 1926, ta possess 
very strong claims to consideration.31 Str~ ter•s findings 
have not, t o be sure, met with universal acceptance. Some . 
scholars feel, tor examplo I that t.here is an apparent co11nec-
tion between t he Old Latin and the Old Syrian traditions; that 
there are more similarities than l.10uld have originated in the 
Groek predecessors; and t hat Streeter did not take this apparent 
29'1einr ich J. Voeels, Handbuoh S!£ Textkritik des· Neuen 
Testaments (Bonn: Peter Hanstein Verlag1 19.5.5) 1 P• 206 • 
.30streeter, .22• cit. , P• 145. 
31Kenyon1 Recent Developments in the Textual Criticism 
at tm Greek Bible, P• 65. 
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Bimilarity into consideration.32 In general, ho,-,ever, Stree-
ter•s work has made valuable contributions to the science of 
textual crit icism. 
Today the history and methods or textual criticism seem 
more complicated than ever bef'ore. The .trend at the present 
timo is a·tray £rom the genealogical methods or Westcott and 
Hort and Streeter.33 Instead of a state of orderly descent, 
though td t h an. evor-widenine genealpgical pedigree, from the 
or13i11al autographs to the extant copies of the fourth centu-
ry, one seems t o see a period of' increasing disorder, :trom 
which a s t ate o:f comparative order was ultimately produced 
,1hen -tho Church reached more settled conditions.34 The dis-
covery of Pl~ comolieates the situation even more. It seems 
that te.Jttua l cr-lt ics today rr.ay have to use it as constituting 
a separate unit by itself beside the five local text groups 
that Streeter has isolated.35 
I,Lodern criticism, with the discovery of P46, stands be-
fore t he barrier of the second cent~, the age, so it seems, 
of unbounded liberties with the text.36 Critics realize today 
32vogels, 2"2• cit., P• 206. 
33walter H. Lutz, "Variant Readings in the Text of First 
Corinthians on the Basi.s of' P46" (Unpublisl'led Bachelor's Thesis, 
Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1948),. P• s. 
34Kenyon, The ~ .2!: the Greek Bible, P• 241,.. 
3S1\rndt1 "It Definite Need in the Field of New Testament Textual Criticism," P• 185. 
360. Zuntz The Text of the Etistles: .'l Dia~sition upon fiha
1 
Corpus Paul!nm(London: "1rrit7ili Academy by otl'rey cum-
ege, oxford University Press, 1953), P• 11. 
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more than over that one cannot categorize all the rules of 
textual criticism into neat p1goon-holos and judge each read-
ing c~ldly and mechanically according to an inviolable set of 
rules. Each reading has to be evaluated on its own merit and 
be judged on its own worth. This does not_mean, however, that 
textual criticism today is subjective, ·1.e., arbitrary and in-
capable 0£ objective verification for the mere reason that it 
is not mechanicai.37 The present-day critic must be thoroughly 
acquainted wit h the labor that has been done before his time 
and bring all possible available kn01iledge into play as he 
brings the t ext of the New Testament canon ever closer to the 
text or t he outot1·raphs. 
On the b· sis of the preceding information, the tollo,·dng 
canons or te:..-tual criticism will be employed in evaluating 
the toxt of P46 in the Second Epistle or St. Paul to the Cor-
1nthiana according to the Mestle text: 
l. That reading is most lil"8ly to be correct which is 
.found in tho best manuscripta. 
That reading tiaich was most tddespread is entitled 
to om~ approval. 
That reading is likoly to be correct \fbich cannot 
easily be traced uack to the unintentional altera-
tion of a copyist. 
Th,at reading is likely to be the correct one or tJbich 
it seems clear that it has not arisen through the 
intentional alteration ot a copyist. 
That r ~ading is likely to be the correct one which 
best agrees with the style and diction and other 
30 
characteristico of the author in question.JS 
The las t canon is not eaoy to apply. But as Robertson observes, 
scribes often have a wooden tendency to ,-aeed out an author's 
peculiarities.39 
3liArnd't, trThe Chief Principles of l!et·1 Teotnment Textual 
Cr! ticism," pp. 576-81. 
39nobert s on, An Introduction to Textual Criticism 2! ~ 
ii0\'1 Testament , pp.161-62. -
CHAPTm IV 
. 
P46 I N '!'HE :JECOMD EPISTLE TO THE CORirlTHIAJ.JS 
I n t he presont chapter each ot the variant readings in 
P46 i ncl uded i n t he Nest le text (t\fonty-first edition) will 
be s tudied on the basi s or tho five canons or cri ticism quoted 
at t he end of' Chapt er I II. Rat her than repeat each of the can-
ons w:i.th each readi ng, t.he number of each paragraph in tho fol-
lo1·d:n.s; discussions 'l.·1111 refer to t he corresponding number of 
t he canon q'Ltot e d in the last chapter. Each readi-ng which Nos-
tle i ncludes will be cons idered chapter by chapter and verse 
by veroo. The f'inal conclusions r ollot1 at the end of the 
complete l i st of roadings. 
.J I 
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1. The four chief' uncials (Aleph, a, .n, and P46) are 
divided evenly for and a~ainst· the reading of P46. 
2. In the area or goo5rapbical distribution the manu-
scri ts arc neain about ovenly divided for and aeainst 
Pl,.6. 
3. In all probability an intontional change has not been 
made since there is no particularly difficult reading 
'l'1hich woul d inclicate a change to try to simplify it. 
4. The variant readin~s are anoarently due to homoio-
t e l euton, s ince the phrasci~,,;p r~s &S,,,;;., TT1:1,-11.1tA,/rews 
occurs t\'lice. gvidcntly tho scribe or B sld.pned a 
line in the manuscript from which he was copying or 
:.ras copyi11g from a manuscript which already bad this 
err or, a nd he or someone else inserted the missing 
phrose elsewhero. 
Liotzmann observes that the original text is undoubtedly 
tho text which est.lo incorporates. This reading alone fits 
tho context . The en'"or \·1as obviously made by a scr:Lbe•s skip• 
Pine a line betwoen the first and the second 7tctf''"''A /tr,-; 1.us • 1 
Doth iJico112 and r,.eyer3 agree with this conclusion in their 
coni111ontarics. 
5. I.itt le can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusion: The oxtem al evidence is evenly divided; 
hence little ctm be concluded on these grounds. The internal 
1Hans Lietzmann, lm die i{orinthcr: l und ll, Vol. IX 
in Handbuch zum lleuen Tistanient, heraus~geben von Guenther 
Dornkamm ('!uebingen: Paul Sie6eck, 1949), P• 100. 
2~. Robertson Nicoll, editor, l2!! Second E stle to~ 
Corinthians, in The Exrositor's ~ Ned r.stamant Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans Pubi shing Company, n •• 'P• ja. 
3ueinrich A. w. Meyer, Critical smg Exe:5t~ Handbo~ 
to the r.;pistles to the ConnBhl~, translate the H h 
icl'ition o:rthe Oermiii"oy b.ougas Bannerman, translation 
revised and edited by William p. Dickson (New York: Funk and 
\fagnalla, 1884), VI, 415. 
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evidence points t o an error due to homoioteleuton. 
Correct r eadi ng: text with P46. 
1 9 • " ~ ' : EYE. t /JOV "r/ .. -~ .Jt-1-, e r e 1,"«V'TI• ,,,, 3~ ' 4 /, 
1. The major-lty of the uncials favor the reading of tho 
t ext agai nst P46. 
2. Tho eeoer aphical distribution overwhelmingly favors 
t he r eading o£ the text. 
3. Por haps the copyist of P46 changed the present parti-
ciple to the aorist to refer to the past raiJiMS from 
t he dead , i.o., Christ's and others ( 11£ 1tl' o 1.1.s ) , where-
as Paul wrote the present tense referring to Christ's 
r ~sun-ection and ours. 
4. Perhaps t he copyist of P46 read or heard q, for o • 
5. St . Paul usos the preaent and aorist participles of 
lye (I' about equally. 
Conclusi on: Since P46 stands alone, except for one minus-
cule, the r oadi ng of P46 can probably best ba explained by tha 
scribe's rea c11ng c:i for o. Correct readin«: text against P46. 
l•lith this conclusion Lietzmann agrees.4 
1:10 T '1 A, ,r,n: r otJ I,,:,. v- t:! r 11 1.1 -+e;,-f. -r,. A 11to,;r,vv 6 4 v a' T WV - P'I, 
173 '1 . ;.oo . ( /a-f) J' Y Or. 4m /J.s T. 
1. The majority or the uncials agree with Uestle1 s toxt. 
2. The r earling or the Nestle text has a l"lider geographic 
distribution. 
3. Perhaps the copyist felt that the plural fit better 
with the previous r o 1's v ~ K/ DVJ • 
4. The variant could hardly be explained as a slip of 
the pen. 
s. Nothing can be decided on the basis of style. 
4Lietzmann, 22• cit., P•. 101. 
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Conc1usion: Perhaps the variant can boat bo explained in 
that P/.61 s scribe changed the singular to the plural to agree 
with To~s i, ( l(,'O i--J • 
Oo?Tec~ r eading: text aeainst Pz.6. 
1: 10 t'q} ;Jr~ r 4 , - I e;rt. P1lt .f;4/ "' ""'If. IC"A ~ ,J ,:e 14. C • If G pw, • "-' t: 1 
01tt i t- - A D tt s;, f. 
' , 
1. The majority or the uncials uphold the reading of 
thG t eh"'te 
Goo · r aphy favors the reading of the text. 
Perhaps those manuscripts that omitted the phrase 
di d so because they felt it tms an insertion of a 
ffiQ r inal note. Perhaps the reading /,/er,u was made 
t hus because someone fe1t that a nrevious scribe 
had made a mis take by copying the",lc/r,- r•• in the 
next line. . , 
Perhaps the r eacling ~ ,,, T"'- is an inadvertent omission 
of the • 
IJothi ng can be concluded on the basis ot style. 
Conclusion: Regardless of the reasons for the reading 
P 11 t r 11 r. and the omission, the reading of the text has by far 
the best atte s~ation since the Byzantine family, G and vgcl, 
are late readi ngs and the omission 1s limited to one good 
~· estern manuscript (D) and two late1 poor manuscripts (A and .. , 
. syP). J\ll t hroe readings make sense. If one chooses 111,u nu 
one has to explain why it has such poor attestation. If' one 
h C , h h c ooses1vrt•-r,:u , however1 one can explain both of' t e ot or 
c, , & I 
variants-- f "ETc, because the scribe f'elt that /°""£Tee was a 
homoioteleuton and the omission for the some reason. 
3S 
,Correct readin1n text and P46. Bo'th LietmnannS and 
llicol16 agree with this conclusion. 
1:10 r ;·.,.,] Ji li. ( 1G) p/,/o. T. 0 1t1 if-fH/(. sD• l7s'I (}': 
1. The majority or uncials agree with P46. 
2. The two readings are about ovenly divided geograph-
ically. 
' 3. It sees that the ,,r, was deliberately inserted to make 
it clear that. the phrase following was still part of 
the preceding line or thought and the object of' 
nA rn'1tll ·t:v • 
4. The r eading was probably not omitted unintentionally 
since this would make the reading more difficult. It 
may have been inserted unintentionally since the \'IOrd 
L., what one would expect at this place. 
S. St . Paul uses c,T, ·with an indirect statement three 
times, and twice he uses subject accusative and infin-
itive. 
Conclusion: Since tho attestation tor either reading· is 
about equally strong, \'18 have to turn to internal evidence. 
Since omitt ing the fn makes the reading more difficult, it 
1s probably t he correct reading. 
Correct 1--eading: P46 a gainst the text. 
1:11 El( 'IT o) J; r, 1t,o~,-~1rwv .. +~x't. (V 1ToAAf 
1'7~1. ilf -rr,oor :, -rrw -rr o.,) A;v - ~s, pc. . r. ... 
1. Tbe majority or the uncials have the reading of the 
text. 
2. The reading or· the text is more widely distributed 
geographically. 
Sibid. 
6Micoll, £m• cit. 1 P• 41. 
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3. It 'i·rould seem that the difficult roading or P46 is 
mado much easier in the other manuscripts. The read-
ing of minuscule 256 1s probably a contlation. 
4. Per haps the reading found in P46 is duo to the mis-
take or a sleepy scribe. 
S. Nothi ne can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusion: Both Lietzmann7 and Nicolls agree that the 
reading of' "tho te4"t ia the orig:i.rml,. 
,Correct reading: text against P46. 
1:11 ift141v .. -!-c ,vt. i ,.,, ::,., - l' 'I(, ~ 13 ff a/. 
The uncia ls are evenly divided between the readings 
of Pl:-6 a nd the text. 
The t wo readings are about evenly divided geograph-
icall y . 
C _,. I ...., 
Per ha?>s the text was · chansed from 11.,u ,,,,,, to lfP.,• to 
neree· tdth ,d s ,j_µ;..s • But it was hardly changed tr~m 
~ tt ';J~ to_{jµ.;lf, which would 1nake it more difficult. 
4. Either change is possible since the two vords are so 
simila r and both malce oenso. 
5. Mothing can be decided on the basis of' style. 
Conclusion: Since tho external evidence is so closely 
balanced, t he internal evidence must be the criterion. v:Uw., 
is the more d.i .fficult reading by a slight margin; hence it is 
perhaps correct. 
,Coz-rect r eading: P46 against the text. 
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1. The mejority of the uncials agree \11th the text. 
2. The reading tdl:lch disagrees ,dth the tGXt is more 
,ddely distributed geograph:lcally. 
3. Thor a is no obvious reason for an intentional change 
since both make' sense. 
4. Si nce t he change coneists ·ot only two lettors1 the 
change i s probably un:lnt~tiona~. . 
,: I C' , 
5. St. Paul uses the t·:ord ,:nrAor,,; oftener than a.r1•T#f.J• 
~ , 
Conclusion: Liotzmann observes that 4.yur,..,, could come 
from a sc1"ibal orro~ A TTI\ OTHT/, misread as /¼7'0THT/ and copied 
i C J , ar..a n as A r, o l' 1-1 T 1 • On tho other hand, ec. ..,,." o .,.., ,.,., could have 
C. ' come from 4J-10 r 1r1 in the some 'l.'IBY• However, the co~espond-
i r I <. I 9 ng o-o {H c tt- '3/'K' .c"' agrees with the reading a"IIAor1tr1 • 
Correct readi n_g: probably DO against text and P.1+6. 
s. 
The unciala are equally divided b,tween the two read-
i ?l6S• 
The r eading of the text is mor.e widely distributed 
geographically. 
Since both readings make aonse equally well1 the cha!llle 
is probably unintentional. 
' I t i s just as plausible to say that the~~, was 1nad-
vertantly omitted or inserted. 
Notbing can be concluded on the basis or Btfle. 
Conclusion: One must turn to extemal evidence. The 
reading of' the text has a very slightly better rea~ng. 
Correct readin&: perhaps the text against Pl;.6. 
9z.ietzmann, .22• cit. 1 p. 101. 
,s 
l:13~AA' n : -fn-l/a. AA 1 ~ - Dif'113,pcl~J.A> ;:.,.,,1,3:J/A': ·G (eJ< /,rfl.') . . 
1. The chief uncials are equally divided between the 
two readings. 
2. The reaclina or the text is confined to a smaller geo-
graphical area than those readings-against it. 
3. Perhaps the ~' was omitted from P46 when the rollo,d.ng 
correlative :U ,ms omitted. On the othor hand, per-
haps an 1{ was inserted wh~n the marginal note 
t. 11, yv .J,-,a r t- ,-ms inserted. 
4. An ll!'.intent ional omission 1s more plausible than an 
uninten~ional insertion. 
5. No conclusion can be reached on the basis or style. 
Conclusion: "AA, ~ and 11 ~ can be omitted because of 
poor attostation. But since both these readings include the 
~ J I 
" and only P46 omits it, the r1 probably is orieinal. Since 
only <;>ne vory poor manuscript (G) omits the ~ll> 1 it too be-
longs. Tho ~ i s omitted only by ~ ~nd 1739 and if omitted 
would make a nigh impossible reading • 
.Correct 1•eading: text against P46. 
1. Tho uncials are evenly divided between tho two read-
i ngs. 
2. Tho readitig of the text has a wider geographical dis-
tribution. 
3. Perhaps it was omitted because·1t looked like a mar-
ginal note takcm into the text. 
4. Perhaps the reading was omitted due to homoioteleuton. 
On the other hand, perhaps it was inserted as a mar-
ctnal note. 
s. Nothing can be decided on the basis of sty-le. 
Conclugion: The extemal evidence is slightly- in favor 
39 
ot the reading of the text. The internal evidence favors the 
readi~ in tho Nestle text. In addition, since the previous ,, 
r, had such good at testation, it would seem that its oorrela-
ti!9 would have equal attestation. Only P46 omits both-; and 
,>\ 
he 
Correct r eadinr:t: text against P4f'• 
1:14 ,j,t.twll'-- f-<..y t-. Or.i ifs- Plft. l'IC Ii./) I "'· 
s. 
The niajor un~ials are equally divided bettteen the 
t,10 raa dings• · 
The reading of Pl;.6 has the ,d.der geographical dis-
tribution. 
Ther e is no necessity either for adding or omitting 
the reading deliborately. 
Since both readings are correct and conmon the word 
could have been either omitted or added :;;!ntention-
ally. 
Nothing can bo concluded .from St. Paul's style. 
Conclusion: Internal evidence :ls about equal on both 
sides and the e:;cternal evidence, although sp~ad more widely 
geographically in agreement wi~h P46, 1s weak. But the read-
ing of P46 is probably correct. 
Correct reading;: P46 against text. 
1 17 \ \ I I I .. .:1 t t ' ' ' \ :! P'I' II "JIU .a. V'd t TO Vt\l VO i Q RC ro 00 OU • ,~ • 'T"O Villa l('tU TO Ow- 1o, 7 "T v • 
1. 
2. 
'!'he majority or the major uncials have the reading 
of the te~-t. 
The reading of the text is more widely distributed 
geogra.phically. 
Perhaps the scribe of P46 or of an earlier manuscript 
changed the roading to agree with v. 19; The Vulgate 
may be influenced by the same tradition. 
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4. It. doesn't seem that an unintentional omission ot 
additi on is plausible. 
s. Hothi ne can bo concluded on the basis of style. 
Conclusion: All tha evidenco points to tho reading of 
tho te::t. 
Correct rc:iding: te::J..'"t againot PZ.6. t·11th this conclusion 
Liet~maru~ ag~ees.10 
1:18 ~ be.:Jo,,.c_ Tf/'J~ J,uaJ )- t e JC t. On i -I- - P'I' D" 
l. The uncial& are evenly divided between the two read-
i n ~s• 
2. ~'he r eading of the text is more widely distributed 
geoeraphically. 
3. Per haps the reading of the text is an intentior.al 
i ncertion because it is better Greek, but it is 
har dly an intentional omission. 
z.. It could hav0 been unintentionally omitted because 
i t is only one letter or it could have been unin-
tentionally inserted ~ecause it is better Greek. 
S. I!othine can be concluded on the basis or style. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence 1s about equal on both 
sides. ·xternal evidence is very slightly in favor 0£ the toxt. 
,Correcii, reading: perhaps tox.t against P46. 
1:19 X'f' I O"T~S T' "'"~s - f eJf.t-. ~ 11 IJC.. z,,,,,;J ~ltrT~J .. tp'I' B ff O Gr!, 
1. The major uncials favor tho reading of P46. 
2. The reading of P46 has a w.lder geographical distri-
bution. . 
3. There is no reason for mald.ng an intentional cJ:iange. 
z.. Tho error is probably due to a slip or the pen. 
.-
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S. Nothing can be decided on the basis or style. 
Conclusion : 'i'he evidence is slightly in favor or the 
reading of P46. 
Correct readine;: P46 against text. 
The major uncials agree with the readin~ or the text. 
The reading or tho text has the wider geocrapbical 
distribution. 
I Perhaps t he article was on1itted because Jo c,Jhas no 
a1'"t icle. 
Perhaps t he article was inadvertently omitted because 
it consista or only one letter. 
l!othii1 ~ can be decided on the basis or style. 
ConcluF.ion : The e:cternal and internal evidence point to 
t he Ueotl e r eacline;. 




The major uncials are equally divided bettmen the t,fO 
?"cadines. 
The rcadinr; 0£ the text has the wider geographical 
distribution. 
Since both readings mako about equal sense, a scribe 
could have f elt that either cl l or r'11 was Detter and 
changed it. 
A scribe could have inadvertantl! changed 011e for the 
other since both make about equo sense. 
Nothing definite con be concluded on the basis of style. 
Conclusion: The external evidence points very slirJltly to 
the Nestle reading. 
--
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Correct rca.ding: perhaps the text against P46. 
1. 
s. 
'rl:1e major uncials a 3ree uith the reading of the text. 
The reading or the text has the t'11.dest geographical 
distribution. 
Perhaps t ho scribe thoueht the sentence made batter 
sense with or without the l1t• . ~ 
A sari be 1.·1ould hardly 1 nsert or omit both E. ft 's unin-
tenti onally. 
~ \ , 
St. Paul uses 00")111 and the genitive once wt th , "and 
onco t:i'thout it. 
Conclu~iQ!l: The internal evidence is unclear. EX1iernal 
evidence points to the readinfi or the text. 
Co1·rect -oadin5: t ext with Pl.;.6. 'Both Lietzmann11 and 
Hicoll 12 a , .1•oe t-ri. th this conclusion. 
l. The majo:e uncials are equally divided between the 
t-::r10 readings. 
2. OeogrQphical distribution favors the reading of P46. 
3. The word 1<ec 11 11 Jiu'111 has t,10 meanings (peddle and adul-
t erate ). It is possible that one scribe t·ias acquain-
ted Ol"..l.y with tho meanin,:f 11to adulteraten and hence 
changed Ao, "ol to croA}.o( • Perhaps ). r; u ·-i,c' was too 
all-inclusive. 
4. Tho reading or either is hardly due to an uninten-
tionol change. 
5. Nothing can be decided on the basis of style. 
11Ibid., P• 109. 
12Nicoll, .9.l?• cit., P• Sl. 
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Conclusion: The evidence all seems to point to the read-
ing or P/+6. 
Correct readin,s: Pl.;.6 against text. 
1. 
s. 
The ma jor uncials are equally divided between the two 
r eadi ngs. 
The reading or the text has the wider geographical 
distr ibution. 
' The sentence reads more smoothly without the l(Q.t; 
perhaps it ·was therorore lett out. Ip would hardly 
have bean inserted intentionally. K41 is, t herefore, 
the more di f ficult reading . 
It \"rould hardly have been inserted unintentionally 
sinca ~he reading ia smoother without the ~ere.,~ but 
it may tllGll have been lef't out unintentionally. 
Nothinu can be determinod on the basis or style. 
Conclusion: The external evidence is about even. · The 
intor11al evidence poi nts to tho r.etontion or the """/• 
Corroc~ 1"'eadi n11: probably P46 against text. 
~ 6 ~ ·, /' f. 1/J. u,ucrit1t't,-P'ltcJ\' 6l(a. / . .,: ~ 7rOIC T t l VL t - f u -t-. 8fC, f.l. 1lo 1CTE11E".'i -f>YI, 'l#Cfi/) a 
l. The ma jor uncials do not favor the roading o~ the 
text. 
2. The reading of the text does not have the tdder 
geogra phical distribution. 
,3. Per haps the reading was ~ rro,r rr vr i' and a scribe 
changed i t to the nresent tense to make it agree 
with '-'1 0 'rfO l £ ( I or to cir-,~r,:'.,.,,a because it was 
the only one of the two alternate forms he knew·, 
or vice versa. 
4. Since each change is a change of only one letter, 
any of the three could be plausible. 
5. Not hing can bo decided on the basis of style. 
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Conclusion: The internal evidence is inconclusivo. The 
external evidol'lce points to the reading or P46. 
Porrec t readi ng: P46 aeainst toxt. 
3 :9 ~ ~IQlfo~ ,~ - f e i-f. ~ lfP:." i-t. v3~1 T; l1olf•llt« - f''lt ~ 0 6 11/ i -1-.sv ' ' , 
l. The ma j or-lty of the major uncials a~e with the read-
i ne ot Pl~6. 
2. The two readi ngs are about ~qually divided between the 
t wo r eadinF.s geogra phically. 
3. Pe1"'haps a change was made to the dative to make a 
chiasm. Perhaps a change 11as made to the nominative 
t o agree ·with A J 1a1to"l"' in the next line. 
1.,. Perh::ips the -r \'rclS inadvertant-ly loft· out or inserted. 
5. Uot~hi nr; can be concluded from the author's style. 
Co1l,clusi on : Since tbe eJ,,.ternal evidence points to the 
dative and since St. Pattl \·t3S a man who could probably appre-
ciat e t he literar y va lue or a chiasm, the dative is probably 
the correct reading . 
Correct rcadi n_g: P46 against text. 
):18 ICfl T0'11'Tf l)O.:,,,e ~oC.-t~>.t, l<•To1trp1J:,.~IJQ. of-f''f(, ():, o,,_J"' ). 
1. The majority of the major uncials agree 1-dth the read-
ing of t ho to:ct. 
Tho reading ot the text has the ,dder geographical 
di stribution. 
, I) '-
Per ha ns an earlier scribe misread ,tJT01l'T/l'fo,11£ 4. 0 '" 
£or JC ; Ton-TR, S ,;,u: vo, and the scribe of P46 changed 
~t.Ta14ofJ f!.0&)1tlJc. to the participlo to agree with the 
ol. Or perhaps an earlier soribe had read J.&4:T11.-
JA 01,0Jp1voc. for JHT•J10/('•J11tlJ1& and ;the scribe of P46 
changed K4 ro-rrr,4,f .J,,:110, to K14T'OTTT/J1So1u8a ot • 
Probably both are not unintentional changes but only 
one, and somo scribe tried to correct it to make a 
smooth Greek sentence. 
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S. Nothi ng can be decided on tho basis or style. 
,Conclusi on: Since P46 is the only major manuscript to 
have either• " rein Tp ,Jo) u.tJ-4. o; or µcTq_po/l'~Fv~t, the read-
ing of t he t ext i s the correct one in both instances. 
Correct r eading: text against P46. 
3 :18 )!£7.::tp.of (/>o/1H: Dt:t - t ~ ~ t. µ E T ill Jl,to/f f• ,:~ ~ v, ( - f 'It II Or f'-1. 
l. The ma jor ity or the major uncials agree with the text. 
2. The reading of the text has the ,d.der geographical 
di sti•i but ion. 
3. (Cf. the l ast reading for a discussion or the rest or 
this vari ant.) 
4:2 0--uv1r TQ
1
V O V r e 5 ~ +a Jt.1:P'll, (J P ''""''· o-uv10-r:vrcs-~ c D"'G, c:_ 
""' ,.,. V II' I ,,.. T Cl y ' ~.) - tl p I-It • 
1. The r.10 jor uncial s are equally divided for and against 
the re3ding or P46. 
2. The readings which oppose P46 have tho wider geograph-
ical distribution. 
3. Per haps the aorist participle ,1as changed to the present 
t o agree with the ot.her present participles. Th&re 
har dly \·1ould have been an intentional change to tho 
aorist. 
4. Perhaps t.he -11v- ,-ms inadvertantly omitt.ed f'rom the 
present participle, which is the easier reading. 
5. St. Paul uses the two participles about an equal num-
ber of times. 
Conclusion: The intemal evidence is about equal. Tho 
external evidence points very slightly to the reading of Aleph 
and J)QI. The s ame variant readings occur in Chapter six, verse 
four.13 
13xn:rra, p . 53. 
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Correct reading: Aleph and n,:, against text and P46. 
4:5 XP 10-T~V I ;a ,rfJ~ i,- N JC t. ~ :Z 111 ,.;,, XI° , r T;V - Pit, s'f II C D /4 T. 
1. The maj or uncials agree 1n the majority with the read-
i ng of t he text against P~6. 
2. The read:J.11.,,,. or P46 acainst the text has the wider geo-
graphical distribution. 
3. There i s no reason f or an intentional change. 
l1,. Ei thor r eadi ng could bo the result or an unintentional 
change. 
5. St. Paul uses both readings intorchangeably. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence is inconclusive. The 
ext rnal evidence points to t he rending of P46. 
Correct r ~~din5: P46 against text. 
4 i:. 'I --: ;,, '1 ro u II' 
1. Tho ma j or uncials aro ownly divided between the two 
readings . 
2. The geographic distribution favors the roading of 
the t c~-t. 
' I ... ). Perhaps a scribe felt that the phrase e> , 4 ,, r 11u ,.,._ 
did no~ fit Paul's theology. 
4. The v could have been either omitted or added inad-
vertantly. Perhaps tho gonitive was changed to the 
a ccusative by reason of homoioteleuton from the line 
above. 
5. st. Paul uses both forms. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence points to P46 very 
sllehtly, but the external evidence points to the text. 
Correc"t reading: probably text against P46, but very 
doubtful. Nicoll accepts the reading ot the text.14 
1. 
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The major uncials all have the reading ot the text. 
The readi ng of the toxt has the wider geographical 
di otributi on. 
Ei~her reading could have been changed to the other 
depending UDon whether the scribe thought direct or 
i~.direct stntemonts ttere better. 
An c could easily be mistaken tor an~ or vice v~rsa. 
St. Paul uses both constructions in his epistles. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence is inconclusive. The 
external evidence points to tho r eading or tho text and of 
P46. 
Corroct 1 .. eadinPa: P/~6 \·rlth text. ~11th this conclusion 
Nicoll a~ecs.15 
1. The ~.a jor uncialo are evenly divided between the 
two reedines. 
Tho reading of P46 has the ,d.der geographical dis-
tri butiO!'le 
:, ,. 
Perh:Jps ~ T ov was changed to make it clear to ,-,hom 
it \ •Ta o referred. · But Tau 6raG would hardly have been 
changed to a :T ou • 
Perhaps r ov 8ut; uas a marginal reading explaining 
ct ~ rou • t·mich wa s incorporated into the text. . 
s. Nothi ng can be concluded on the basis or styl~• 
Conclusion: The extemal evidence is about equal. The 
intornal evidence points to the roadill8 ot P46 as the more 
difficult readi~ . 
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Correct reading: P46 n~ainst text. 
4t6 Om ;r .s :.I,,,,.ov ( bt- -F.,.e. 'Kp 1rToi))- f 1Z. Jti.T, ,,, ~~"1cio1t ('.),-. 
HAs'In D" cJ v- Pl/G ~ c ~ pl. ( 5 0(; 1139 /qt-.J. 
1. The major uncials favor the reading o~ P46. 
2. The readinc of P46 has the 'td.der geographical dis-
tribut;ion • 
.3. Thero is no reason for an intentional change. 
4. Ei t her an inadvortant omission or addition is pos-
sible. 
5. J othing can be decided on the basis of style. 
Conclusi on: Since the internal evidence is inconclusive 
and the ovide11ce for thB inclusion of Z1tro; is stronger accord-
i ng to o::tte r nal evidence (although D inverts the two) 1 the prob-
able correct reading is P46 against the_text. 
Correct reading: P46 against text. 
4:11 ~i~ - f <= Jrr. l .. ,, "' G s y P r ,,., , ~ ,,. -1-. AmJs- r: 
1. Tho major uncials favor the reading of the text. 
2. The reading of t;he text has tho wider geographical 
distribution • 
.3. Perhaps a scribe thought that E< was a mistake because 
there is no main clause to complete the sentence if' 
the f irst clause is conditional. ~It is voey unlikely 
that a scribe would have chan~d Q..: l to· 1 i since this 
,-,ould make a much more difficult reading. 
4. The a. could have been dropped inadvertantly and the t t 
continued because th~ latter makes sense, although 
it ia more difficult. 
s. Nothing can be decided on the basis of style. 
Conclusion: Tho internal evidence shows that the reading 
or P46 is more d1£ficult, but the external evidonce points 
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strongly t o the readi ng or the text. 
Correc~ r.eadi nP.: text a8ainst P46. 
4:14 (),.,;+,, r. J.,.- , ,, v- t-e -rt. ff4 s « /i~i •v- P'lt./:J J3rc..-r. v9 . Or. 7.,,,..,._ 
1. The major uncials are evenly divided between the 
·t wo readings. 
2. The r eading or the text bas the tdder geographica1 
dist ribution. 
3. There is no reason for either on intentional addition 
or omi ssion. 
4. The wor.d could havo been either inserted or omitted 
unint entionally, since both arG conunon. 
s. Hothi ne; can be concluded on the basis or style. 
Conclusion: Since the internal evidence is ~nconclusive1 
t he 84-tornal evidence must be the deciding_factor. The external 
evidonce points to the reading ot the t~xt• 
CorrQct roading: text against P46. 
4:17 0 ;fl ~,ai; v (a.t 1-e..- /J~/q,1 ws)-- t~11.f:f'ft BsyfCJir-. Hu ~JIWV.1~/fD. 
l. 'l'ho major uncials are equally divided between the t,,o 
r eadings. 
2. Tho 1~ading or the text has the 'ldder geocraphical 
distribution. 
). Perhaps the ~;u~v was added for clarity and to agree 
with the ~µ,v • 
4. Perhaps the word was le.rt out by a slip of t~e pen. 
s. Nothing can be decided on tho basis of s'tyle •. 
Conclusion: The intemal evidence is inconclusive. The 
external evidence would point to th~ reading of the text. 
Correct reading: text and P46. 
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1. The major uncials agree with the rending ot P46 
except ror Aleph. 
2. The t ,10 readines are about equally divided as fa.r 
a s F,oographical distribution is concerned. 
3. Probably a scribe thought one 11&0 grammatically 
bet t er. 
4. Per haps it 1a an unintentional error, but it is more 
likely t hat it is an intentional chanee. 
s. nothing can be decided on the basis of style. 
Conclusi on: The internal evidence is inconclusive. The 
external evidence points to the readine_of P46. 
Corr ect r eading: P46 against text, 
5:10 d,~ - t .. xt-. ;J ,~ - P'I~. t.a3. IQ-t. o,. ,..,. 
The 1najority or the major uncials contain the read-
ine 0£ the text. . 
The reading or the text has tho wider geographical 
distribution. 
_, I , 
Perhaps a scribe felt that , a ,a. was more doctrinally 
correct than ch>t since the reading of the text might 
infer salvation through works. This, h01•,ever, 1s a 
weak argument. 
The iota could easily have been dropped unintention-
ally or it could have been added since 1 J ,~ is such 
a common idiom. 
5. ·Nothing can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence is inconclusive, but 
since P46 is the only major manuscript that has ; ;,,~ , the read-
ingot the teA~ is probably correct. 
Correct reading: text against P46. Vogels agrees with 
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this conclusion.16 
StlO <j> a;')ov - -+~ x.-t-. n. f C. t<tt ,r;v - /''It. B tf D GP I. 
1. Tho uncials ap-,ree t11th the reading of P/+6 oxcept for 
Aleph. 
2. The r eading of P46 has tho \11.der geographical distri-
bution. 
' ~. 3. K 1,011 is much more comrnOn than t!•11411v, so trould hard-
l y be chaneed to , auAov. 
4. Per haps ;,w~av is a eloss t1hich vas incorporated into 
t he text. 
5. t(1ur,v is much more common in the epistles ot St. Paul. 
Conclusion: Bxt arnal evidence points to the road1ng of 
P46. I nternDl evidence is inconclusive. 
Corroct raading: P46 against text. Nicoll remarks that 
fa~A" is probably an early change introduced from the Epistle 
to the .oreans , chapt er nine, vorse eleven.17 
Tho l'"eading of P46 :ls supported by two other major 
uncials. 
The reading of the toxt has the wider geographical 
di s tribution. 
C. - ... "' 
UJc " " min-ht have been changed to 11µ111./ since it fits 
much better into the conttraxt. But hardly would ,,;,,;,, 
havo been changed to ~ .;;,, • · 
C "' The 014u.n/ mif ht haw been written by mistake ror 
or vice vorsa. 
r!otbing can be decided on the basis ot style. 
16Hainrich J. Vogels Uandbuch der Teftkrit.ik ,e Neuen 
1'estemonts (Bonn: Peter Aanstein verliig, ~SSJ, P• 3■ 
17M1coll1 21!• cit., P• 67. 
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Conclusion: Doth tho external evidence and the internal 
8Vidence are very inconclusive. However, both LietB1!J8nnld and 
Nico1119 f avor the r eading of the ~ext vory strongly. 
Correct r eading:· probably text. against. P46. 
5:16£1 l(al -te1tt.P1/6. fjj( ~I JJ"' Pc. I Et dt ·• k/r: dt t(41- C N ,,,,c,J ""~ ,t -6 /4+ s-,P 
. 
1. Al l f our major uncials have th~ reading or the text. 
2. Tho readi ng or t he text has the wider geographical 
di otr-l hution. 
3. There i s no r eason for a deliberate change. 
, 
4. Pr obably &f d~ was 1•,ritten by mistake · tor £: K e1 , and 
t he Koine t radition made a conflation. 
S. othi ng can be decided on tho basis or style. 
Conclusio~: Since the reading or the text has the stron-
gest external witness (the readings o.t' K and G being very weak) 
and the ICoino tradi t ion seems to ha~ a aonf'lation, and the 
internal evidence is inconclusive, the reading of the ten is 
probably correct. 
Correct r eading: text and P46. Meyer agrees with th:J,s 
conclusion. 20 
5:19 -r~v A~toll- -f e,t+. T~ ~~ayy/J.. rov-P'4L £~4yyJ J.1•v -r~v ~oV"" ( /) *) G. 
1. The major uncials are e'tenly divided tor and apinst 
the reading of the text. 
2. The reading of the text has the wider geographical 
lSLietzr1 ann, .22• cit., P• _ 121,.. 
19ri1 coll, 22• cit., ~• 69. 
2°t,Ieyer, .22• .e.!• , P• 506. 
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distribution. 
3. Perhaps Ao'Y"v was changed to £;4 l'Y,' ).,~11 tor clari.-
f'ication. 
4 ~ ~J • The mar"J.nal readill8 Eu-.rre "10v might have been in-
corporated into the text by mistake. 
S. Mothine can be dacidod on the basis of style. 
Conclusioq: The readines of D and Gare probably confla-
tions. The r eadi nz or the text 1s probably correct since P46 
stands alone and ,{ o'yo" is the more difficult reading. 
Cor rect reading: te~-t a3ainst P46. 
1. Tho ma j ority ot the major uncials have the reading 
of P4.6. 
2. The readine of P46 has the wider geographical dis-
t r i buti on. 
). Perhaps a n epistolary aorist was changed to a present 
particir,le or vice versa. The present would agree 
with the previous J , tJ /,,r1s• 
4. Perhaps t he -ov- was 1nadvertantly omitted. 
s. Nothing can be decided on the basis of style. 
Conclusion : Since internal evidence is inconclusive and 
extornal evidence points to the aorist, it is probably correct. 
Correct reading: P46 a3ains~ text. This same reading 
occurs i n Chapter f our, verse two.21 
6116 ~µri.s t"rr,µe v-+e ,d-. S,cu:is £ trT f'. - P'l l,. C lfG p-r11 S)t 
1. The majority of the major uncials favor the reading 
21 Supra, p. 45. 
of the text. 
2. The reading 0£ tho text has the wider geographical 
distribution. 
3. Perhaps the ti,1,tti, was changed to J.,u~iJ' to agree with 
t he 1mper31;1 ve at the beeinning ot tho ptJrae-aph. 
But harclly would the U)C i7f be changed to If .11,u • 
4. It is difficult to imagine that the two words would 
both be changed inadvartantly. . 
5. Uot.hins can be concluded on the basis of style. 
Conclusio..n: Si 11ce ~µ c ,.s 1s the more dif"ficult reading 
and t he external evidence points to ~µti's, it is probably the 
correct one. 
Correct r eadinr, : toxt against P46. 
I .I I 
7:1 fo/J ,v- fc,d -. ct y \111- f «/ f,, 
1. Tho major-lty 0£ the uncials have the reading of the 
text. 
2. The readin~ or the text has the td.der geographical 
distribution • 
.3. Porhaps the scribe of P46 t.ras not well acquainted 
with the Biblical usf> of (/)ofaos 8 ~or; and changed it 
to <l 'ftJtrJt . But an intentional chanp would hardly 
have been made to folf• 
4. This i s hardly an unintentional change. 
s. .·!othine can be decided on the basis of style. 
Conclusion: Both internal and e~-ternal evidence point 
to tho reading 0£ the text. 
Correct roadinp;: text against P46. 
u h K 7:S £a-XYJtr£v-te(t. etrK~v-P'lt. IJ6 • 
1. The major uncials arG equally divided bet'l'J88n the 
two readings. 
ss 
2. The reading of the text has the wider geographical 
distribution. 
3. Perha ps the reading was changed from the aorist to 
the per~eet to denote past action ~r.lth present impli-
cations. Or perhaps it t,as changed to the aorist to 
denote that the action is past and complete. The 
per f ect would be tho more logical~ 
4. Perh€1ps the -11 ,,_ was inadvertantly lef't out. 
S. ijothing can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusion: Since the intornal evidence is inconclusive, 
the aJrternal evidenco must be the criterion. It points to the 
readi ng or t he text. 
Co1•rec'!i readi n5: toxt against P46. 
7:8 (JJ..hrt,J - 'j•O,t (j j) "'!< Amb.s1-/fJ i: " lei rll'- f C.N Gt'· if sy I (J A I 71wv-f'",: " 3 . 
The 1najor uncials are evenly divided for and against 
t he readine; of the text. 
The reading or the text does not have the wider geo-
graphical distribution. . 
I Per haps the r~P was inserted intentionally when a 
scribe considered the end of the sentence to be 
At. T c it .AoJ, 11v instead ot .J,l£rii_,1tl,/o,,/,l•I• 
\ Perhaps the yqf was inadvertantly omitted. 
Nothing can be concluded on the basis or style. 
Conclusion: P46 is weakly attested. BD and Aleph Care 
about of equal value, but the reading or Aleph Chas a ~dder 
geographic attestation than BD. 
Correct reading: Aleph C against P46. Both Lietzmann22 
S6 
and Meyer23 agree t·lith this conclusion. 
s. 
The major uncials are evenly divided between the t\"10 
r eadings. 
The reading ot the text has the wider geographical 
distributio11. 
Since both words mean the same thing either could 
have been changed to the other. It 1s 'DOssible that 
the reading of P46 was the original: and.was changed 
to tho reading of the to~-t to agree tdth the same 
\~-Ord in verse eleven. On the other hand the scribe 
might have remembe1•ed the word in the Epistle to the 
Romans 1 chapter fifteen, verse twerity-threeA a~d changeu the reading of the text to that of P46. 
It is possible that a scribe misread or didn't hear 
one of the words correctly. 
Nothing can be decidod on the basis of style. 
Cpnclusion: The internal evidence is inconclusive. The 
external evidence points to the reading ot the text. 
Correct r~ading: text against P46. 
I 
7:14 t 1r) .:To~-1"<: li+ B,'l fpc./n i-i,, T:Tov-fl/(,C.fifrn/ 4'i ,r~ os 
T{roll - D Pa/ I f sy, 
l. The major uncials are divided equally for and against 
the reading ot the text. 
2. The reading of the text does not have the wider geo-
graphical distribution. 
s. 
There 1s no reason tor an intentional change. 
The " could have just as easily been inaertod aa 
ted unintentionally, since both are correct. 
Mothing can be decided on the basis ot style. 
omit-
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Conclusion : The Trf' ~5 has poor attestation. The interna1 
evidenco for t ho other two r eadings is about equal. Although 
the reading 0£ Pl;.6 ha s a wider eeographica1 distribution, the 
reading of the t e :;.."t is bettor. 
q,or r()q_~ 1·eadi ng: to~ct against P46. 
8:2 p J 60,1J- f ._; ,1f-. q
1
1Jos- fl/ f- D j'f c , 
l. The , j or unciols are evenly divided between the tt10 
1'aadines. 
2. The r eaclir,..g of the te·xt has tho tlider ,geouaphical 
d:i.stri but ion. 
3. Bot h readi ngs i·rould be P".rarn.-natically correct, but 
per haps a sc1'"ibe thought one 1'10Ul.d fit the sense bet-
t e r . 
4. Since it is only t he difference or one letter that is 
i nvolved, ei t her could have been changed inadvertent1y. 
5. !othi nc can be concluded on the basis or style. 
Concl u~io1': The i 111t arnal evidence is inconclusive. The 
external evidenco points to the read1ng_o£ the text. 
Correct readi ng: text against P46. 
8:7 ~/.IWV el/ ~piv-tu + f l/(. 8&,'/4 I, ,., sy' ar/u}Awlf l If t11'i" -~ C Ii D Gp111.J«ls1" 
1. The major uncials are evenly div14ed between the two 
readings. 
2. The r eading of Aleph Chas the wider geographical 
di s tribution. . 
3. There is no reason for an intentional change. 
4. Tho reading could have been changed either way because 
or the similarity in sound. 
5 • . Nothing can be docided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence is inconclusive. The 
5B 
external evidence points very slightly toward the reading of 
Aleph c. 
Correct read:Ln~: probably Al~ph C against Pt.6, B and 
text, but a very di £.ficult reading. 
8:16 I,! J /,, r, - 1-t Ji-,.. J eJ., rr Pl/ I, /) 6 L f "" · 
1. The maj or uncials are evenly divided between the 
t wo readings. 
2. The r eadi ng or t he text hao tho 'Wider geotsraphical 
di s t r ibu~ion. · 
3. Per haps t he p1 eoent tmo changed to the epistolary 
aoris t or vice versa. 
4. The f i rst two letters of the »articiple could have 
been dropped inadvertently. · . 
;. r ot hi ng can be decided on the basis or style. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence and external evidence 
both se~m to point to the present tense. 
Co!rect re~d:i.ng;: text against P46. Meyer aBZ"9es with 
this conclusion. 24 
S:19 Ev -+ex7. tr~v- 1' 1.J~ ,l(. Jf D6r,,. i+ sy. 
l. The majority of the major uncials agree with the 
reading of P46. 
2. The reading in P46 has the wider geographical dis-
tribution. 
3. The reaqing of P46 would be a d1.ff'1cult reading, 
since a-v" usually means "along w1 th." It is possi-
ble that a scribe changed it to an easier rea~i~. · 
Perhaps he was inf'luenced by the pre!1oua ,,,,~f 1trJ,,11q,s • 
4. It is hardly an unintentional change. 
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\ , 
S. fJ"CJ ~ l qi' , 7 , occurs nowhere else in St. Paul. 
Conclusion: Si nce tho external evidence points to the 
reading of P46 and t he internal evidence sug~esta tha~ o-J v 
is the more di fficult reading, it is probably correct. 
Correct readi ng: P46 against text. 
8:21 7T~O I/Qfl'.uc v r&il' - /-e: Jt+. f 'l/,n DGQI. /qfsy j Tf,"O~olJ,1,uf:v~, 
lf4f. / V fov., o Ju , vn. y ~~ - '? ~/ /. . 
1. Al l f'our o~ the major uncials have the reading of 
t he te~t. 
2. The readi ne; of the text has the wider geographical 
di atrii.>u.t ion. 
3. Perhaps t he verb was changed to a portic1ple to 
aeree with the previous participle o-TeA A o,..«ivor. 
4. '.rhe -o, could have been added unintentionally or it 
could have just as easily been dropped. 
S. Not hi ne can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusi on : The interfl.al evidence is about equal tor 
and a5ainst the text. The external evidence is strongly in 
favor of the teJi.-t. 
Corroc't r eading: text ,~ith P46. Meyer comes to the 
same conclusion.25 
9:1 Tr f-·! ' ""?":v - -t~ ,; t . "fT' c/' l rr lT~f'"Y- - ~'/, . . 
l. The majority of the major uncials agree td.th the 
readin8 of tho text. . 
2. Tl10 reading of tho text has the wider geographical 
distribution. 
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3. The comparative does not make much aenae and hence 
a change would not be trom the comparative to the 
adverb. 
4. It is conceivable that a sleepy scribe could ha:ve 
writton the comparative td.thout th1nk1116• 
5. There is nothing that can be decided on· 1.he basis 
of style • 
.Oonclus,ion: Doth internal and external e'Vldence point 
otrongly to the r eading 0£ the text. 
Correct r eading: text against Pl,6. 
9:2 ro (lu-fo, e. v Z v) --fext.f'l&1Jt!rc,Ji-crtD6J'I. 
l. T"ne nmj or uncials agree with the text except tor D. 
2. The 1·eading Of the text has the ,dder geographica1 
di s t r i but i on. 
3. Pc1'"ha"Ds a scribe ,,rasn•t a,·.rare of tho use of the 1,,ord 
S '~oj · 1n both the neuter and the masculine genders. 
4. Perlv.1ps tho ·, could have been added or dropped unin-
tent i onally. 
S. St . Paul uses the masculine five times and the neuter 
t,·.r:tce. 
Conclusion: '.i'he external evidence points to the reading 
or the text. The .fact that st. Paul usually uses the. masc~-
line would make t he neuter the more difficult reading. . . 
Qo~rect reading: text and P46. Nicoll also accepts this 
rcading.26 
9:1,. Al.y1q,t.u: v -fort . Alrw - Pl/t C~ D G ;-,. 1/ pe JJ+. 
1. The major uncials are evenly divided be1.wen the two 
readings. 
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2. 'l'he two readings aro about evenly d1v1ded aa far as 
e.;eor.,-aphical distribution is concorned. 
3. There is no reason tor a change since st. Paul uses 
both t he singular and the plural ot the first person 
in the context. 
4. Perhaps the - ,,,u Ev could have been unintentionally 
omitted by a careless scribe. 
S. NothinB can be decid.ed on the basis or style. 
Qonclusion: The internal and external evidence are both 
oqual, but t he er.tornal evidence points very slightly to the 
reading or the text. 
~orrec~ reading: text against P46. 
9:S J.I . .s 
1. 
5. 
4 ~ ( 6€-J.ore µh) .. -fEJ,t. Ot11 i+r l(Q}-plJ, X"' 6 l11-ft.ryf 
'.rhe ma jor w1cials are divided equally for and against 
the tel:t. 
The ·geographiaal distribution favors the reading of 
P46. 
Thero is no reason either to omit or add the ~4t~ 
\ 
The Kq, 1 could have just as easily been omitted or 
added since both are good Greek. 
i'Jothing can be decided on the basis of style •. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence is about even and the 
external evidence is slightly in favor ~f the reading ot P46. 
Correct reading: P46 against text. 
9:S dV~4T f 'i' - f ax-J- '"'fj Di'G }oJvcru- l3pc/ JvVQTfJ~ -ff,,. 
1. The major uncials all favor the reading of the text. 
2. The reading 0£ the text has the wider geographical 
distribution. 
,3. The readings against the text are probably not inten-
tional. 
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4. The r ead:J.ngs or 33 and the ltoine ore probably slips 
of the pen. 
s. Not hing can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusion: The external evidence points to the reading 
of the text. The interna l evidence is inconclusivo. 
Correct readi ng: text and P46. 
9:10 0-7fC~U14. .. f -t JCf, ('." TfJ(' oV - f 'lf, 1J D #< G 
1. The 1naj or ity of' the major uncials .favor the readins or Pli.6. 
2. The t wo readings are about evenly d~vided geograph-
ical ly. 
3. Perhaps a scribe felt that one of the ,"IOrds was bet-
t er Gr ee k than the other. 
4. Pe1"hops ~he change is due to homoioteleuton in the 
next; l1ne. 
s. I .f 1;ha readi nz of Pl.,6 is correct, this verse would 
be t he or1ly time that he uses the word. 
Conclus ioll: The external evidence points to tho reading 
ot P46. The i nternal e•1Tidence is divided: 0'7T,f/,,11" "is th~ 
more difficult word but it could be a case of !!-omoioteleuton. 
In Viet, of the external evidence, the reading of P46 is prob-
ably correct. 
Correct reading: P46 against text. 
1. The majority of the major uncials favor the reading 
of the text. 
2. The reading or the text has the wider geograpb1ca1 
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distribut :L011. 
3. There i s no reason f or an intentional change. 
4. The readi ngs or the tCoine trad1 tion and P46 are prob-
ably t he r esults or a series or unintentional changes. 
Perhaps t he t{oine reading is a conflation. 
5. Hotbi ng can be decided on the basis or style. 
Conclusi on: The external evidence points to the reading 
of the t e xt. 
Correo~ readins: te,ct a Bainst P46. 
1. The major uncials are divided betiteen the two readings. 
Tho tt:o readings are also divided about equally geo-
e;raphically. 
The reading 0£ the text is the easier readingt since 
a I :.trallel t o t he 1·1ord "army" is not montionea in the 
cont0 tt. Perhaps the reading of Aleph was changed to 
the readi ng of t he text. 
Prob~bly t he change is unintentional since it 1s a 
chan~o oz only one letter. It is more plausible that 
a l etter wns dr opped than that it was added. 
5. Hothi n can be decided on the basis of style. 
Conclusion : The inter11al evidence is divided. The ex-
ternal evidence points slightly to tho reading of the text. 
c. 
Probable correct reading: P46 and text against Alapb and 
1. The majority ot tho major uncials agree with the text. 
The readings are about equally divided geographically. 
The reading of C is grammatically ~ss1bla but would 
make a very difficult reading-"oi9 hie awn accord." 
It is very unlikely t.hat "t1t• would have been .written 
as an intentional change. 
4. Tho ~ could have been substituted unintentionally by 
a sleepy scribe. 
5. The word a¢>'' is used by St. Paul but doesn't fit \"811 
into this context. 
Conclusio11: Both tho inter11al and external evidence point 
to the r eadi ng 0£ t he text. 




T r. (.: .:1=+e ,.. ; ~ v )-+c :r. t-. o" .. i 1-s - '"' 8 G H 3 3 'f. I, 
The ,ia jor uncials are evenly divided between the two 
reat · i 1gs. 
The reading of the text has the ·wider geograph1ca1 
istribut ion. 
Possibly the ,£ was inserted because the author felt 
it .fit well into the contoxt, but it ,ss hardly omit-
ted intentionally. 
The ,101"d could have been dropped by a sleepy scribe 1 
or it could hav,e been inserted ,men the scribe's eye 
jwnped to t he ,,,.,., or tho line above. . 
Nothine can be decided on ~he basis of style. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence is inconclusive. The 
external evidence points to the reading or the text. 
Correct reading: text against P46. Meyer also decides 
on this readin~.2S 
27Meyer1 22• cit., P• 61S. 
2s!lw!. 
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l. A11 four ma jor uncials have the reading ot the telet. 
2. The r eading of t he text has the tdder i,aographtcal 
distri bu.tion. 
3. Thel"e is no reason to add or to omit the word. 
4. Per haps i~ tras intentionally add~d or omitted by a 
s l oepy s cr i be. Both would sound natural. 
5. Nothi ng ean be decided on the basis ot style. 
ConcI;usion : The i nternal evidence is i11conclusive. The 
oxterna l evi dence points to the reading ot the text. 
Cor rect re~ding: t eX'u and P46. 
11:) [ 1(-:JI T;J ~yvtiTll 'l" P.J]-+e t+ p"Ji (so)6«1 ifsy"Jo l'Jf i+s-HP 
It I n fl/ p hi, u J . s Y· C l . 0 r . 
s. 
Al l £our uncials agree \11th the reading ot the text. 
'rhe reading or the text has the wider geographical 
distribution. 
'i'her a i s no reason for intentionally omitting it or 
£or i nserting it unless as a marginal note. 
I t. i s possibly an included marginal note, but perhaps 
s ome scr ibe thought it so and omitted it. It is pos-
sible thet it was omitted because of the similarity 
to c- 11""~ 1),7"A r o, 1 by reason ot homo:loteleutotl. It· almost 
looks like a conflation of early variants. 
rlothing can ba decided on the basis of style. · 
Conclusion: The internal evidence would point to the 
exclusion 0£ ~he phr~se1 but the external evidence is strongly 
in favor of the text. 
Correct reading: text and P46. However, Lietmnann dis-
agrees and says that this is one ot the f"ew cases where the 
Koine tradition has the original over against Aleph and o.29 
29tietzmann, .92• cit., P• 145. 
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ll:,3 Orni-ls r;v o~-F.,.r °(plPT~v)--#u-1- u ""·""""'/J./,u Tlv -ll/t.81D.JCJ. 
l. 'l'hree of the major uncials diaagreo l'dth the read-
ing of the text. . 
2. Tho reading or P46 is favored by ~oographical d1s-
t 1 .. i buti on. 
3. 'l'bero is no reason either to add or to omit the 
article. 
4. The article could have been either added or omitted 
uni ntc:mtionally since both would be good Greek! 
5. Mothing can be concluded on the basis ot style. 
Conclusioq: The internal evidence is inconclusive. The 
external evidence points to the reading ot P46. 




T11e ma jor ity of the uncials have the reading of the 
teJtt. 
The t t 10 readings are divided about ovonly as tar as 
eeos raphical distribution is concerned. 
Possibly a change was made to the present tense to 
£it into the sentence structure, but there was hardly 
Q change to the imperfect since this would make it a 
more difficult reading. . 
Since it is a difference Of only one letter, the change 
is probably unintentional. An inadvertent change would 
have been possible either way. . 
PJot.hing can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Conclusiog: The internal evidence would suggest that the 
lmp.erf'ect is the 1Dore difficult reading, but the external evi-
dence points to the reading of the text. 
Correct reading: text and P46 against Aleph. Lieta.mann 
remarks that 1:r one used the imper.feet, one would suddenly be 
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jumping into the conditiona1.30 
11:18 [ .,-Ji,J { ~ tr,:_p"'a..)-8Ji f""'· / o,.,;.-fs- '"'- n D Gq/_ 
l. The majority or the uncials agree with the reading 
of Pl:-6 . 
2. The reading of P46 has tile 1.ddor geographical dia-
tribu'tion. 
3. Th3re is no reason to add or omit the word inten-
tionally. 
4. Tho word could have been added or omitted uninten-
tionally since both readings are natural Greek! 
S. l athing can be concluded on tho basis of style. 
£onclus:i.on: !t1ternal evidence is inconclusive. External 
evidence points to the reading or P46. 
Cor-.eec~ -fcadin,~: P~ against text. This is also the read-
ing that Liotzmath~ adopts.31 
11:23 ¢> tJAQKai .r 7'€./ ' 'ro r~ s i11 71).,,,11,j ;.,t;"/34 JJo~Tt.1 I - Pit .6 /J,,,- /cf-. 
fcJft.} 11A ")lt1'ls ,r~,11rr6-aT~11JJ et f>uA•«"IJ U11''J-~•JJ:t7r.«JJ"' sY'« G. 
,rJ l'/f41J ~ Tl t:p~ Jt. A ).o1rrw; i11 ;>vJ111ta'iJ -rre,-,rr11 '1' fws- If If f'/. .r }'· 
1. The majority o£"the major uncials agree with thG road-
ing or the text. 
2. The reading or t.he text has the wider geographical dis-
tribution. 
). There is no reason ror an intentional change. 
4. Perhaps this is a case of homoiotalauton. 
S. liothine can be concluded on the basis of style. 
3°tbid. 
3~., P• 149. 
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.Conclusion : The internal evidence is 1nconolus1va. The 
external evidence points to the reading of the text. 
,Correct r eadit\g : text witli P46. MS.coll adopta this read-
1118 also. 32 
ll:27 d/.,e·c - -t- e ::. +. J,''I'~ - P'lt, a• fffc· 
l. The major u.TJ.cials are divided bet,teen the tw readings. 
2. The r eading· or the text has the \'d.der geograph1ca1 d1s-
tri bution. 
3. 0 uite poss ibly the scribe ,-ms not acquaintod with the · 
late .fo1'"m d,'t"u end lfl"Ote the more archaic rorm, J ,',, • 
4. Si nce bot h roms sow1d alike to tho oar, either one 
could have beon ,'lr!tten by a scribe listening to a 
1--eader. 
s. The word is a ha'D8X legomenon in St. Paul's ep~stlas. 
Conclusio11,: The internal evidence 1s 1nconcluo1va. The 
e~-ternal evidence indicates that the reading of the text is 
correct. 
Correct reading: text against P46. 
11:30 1/o s 1--1~u (1" e f-01-~ tr"l ~f>1r fl,,Ua.J-+,~t. 0111i-/,·ptJu-ftt,8H. 
1. The major uncials are divided between the two readings. 
2. The reading of the text has the wider geographical dis-
• tribution. 
3. There is no reason to make an intentional change since 
both make sense. Perhaps a scribe thought that µov 
clarified it slightly. 
4. Perhaps a scribe inadvertently inserted it since the 
sentence sounds natural with the addition. 
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S. Nothi ng can be determined on the baeia of style. 
Conclusi on: Doth internal and external eviden9e point to 
the reading of tha text. 
s. 
' . 
The uncia ls are divided equally for and against the 
r eading of the text. 
The r eadings for and against the text are about equal-
l y divided geographically. 
Pei"'lmps the J& changed from J ,:i to agree with the 
f ollo,n ng 14{,,. • , 
Perhaps a scribe m1i9tentionally wrote Ii. to agree 
1-rl. th t ho f"ollot-dng J.1&.,. • The reading of the Koine 
tradition could well be due to a scribe's writing 
by oar; since both words sound alike. 
Uotbi ng can be determined on the basis o:r style. 
Conclusion : Both internal and extemal evidence point to 
the readi ng 0£ the text. 
Correct r eading: text; aha P46 against Aleph, D, and the 
Koino tradition. This is also the reading that Lietzmann ac-
cepts.33 
12:1 0-11µ;9°0" I-';,, -t ~-rt./ 'lt, h6"F11,J rru,1,1;E/'El pot -1-/H/I 
it sy h / fl"t1.,u ;l/Jtt - /) !S 'I I 
l. The majority of the major uncials follow the read~ng 
ot the text. 
2. 'rho readings tor and against the text are about even-
ly divided. 
33t1etzmann, .22• ~., P• lS2. 
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3. There i s 110 raaaon to make an intentional change. 
But por h~ps a scribo changed it because this struc-
~ure is str ai-1ge to St. Paul. He usually uses the 
.f-lni te ver b. 
4. This is hur dl y an unintentional change, unless the 
s cr i be wDe very sleepy. Perhaps the omission of the 
.4l v in D is an i nfluence from the Latin text. 
S. St . Paul uses t.he participle tllthout the article 
onJ.y here • 
.C,,Pnclusion: Both i nternal and external evidence point 
to t ho readin~ of the t ext. 
Co~. ecY. ~~Qding: t oxt and P46. Lietzmann also accepts 
this r eading . 3l;. 
rho major uncials ara evenly divided for and against 
t ho reading or tho text. 
The readings for and against the text are divided 
abou~ evenl y geographically. 
\ Per haps a scribe f'elt that y111J ftt the context bet-
t er. 1 
Per haps tho reading in B ls unintentional. 
Uot hi n8 can bo decided on the basis of style. 
Conclusion: The i nt ernal evidence is inconclusive. Dut 
the ext ernal evidence favors the reading of the text. 
Correct readi11g: text and P46. tilicoll agrees \d.th this 
conclusion.3.5 
3¼bid., PP• 152-53. 
3SN1coll, .m?• cit., P• 109. 
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1. The majority or tho major uncials a.gree with the 
readi ra.g or t he text. 
2. The r ea ding of the taxt has the \'llder geo~raphical 
di s tri bution. 
3. Perhaps t ha r eo.dine; or the text ims changed to 
to agree l':ith the previous EIM')j~ . in verse 2. 
4. Thi s is probably not an unintentional change. 
5. St . Paul uses £«r~J only twice outsido this verse, 
once i n the previous verso, t·rhich could have lnf'lu-
cnccd this one. St. Paul \'las enough or a man ot 
letter s to Im.ow how to vary his style by using a 
s ynonyn1. 
,Po,nc lus5.on : The internal and external evidonce both 
favor the r eadi ng o= ~ho t ext. 
Co?Te ct. r eadin5 : teA"t and P46. 
12: 3 [.,~If ~r Jo. - -re JC-f. p I/ , ,n If D 6pl / o,,,;f - IJ o,._ 
1. The majority or the uncials agree with the reading 
or t he t ext. 
2. The 1•ending of the text has the wider geographical 
distribution. 
3. There is no reason to omit the phrase intentionally. 
4. Per haps the word was omitted because of bomoioteleuton. 
5. dothi:rie; can be concluded on the basis or style. 
Concl usi on: The external and intemal evidence both favor 
the inclusion of the phrase. 
Corroct readi ng: text and P46. 
12:S tJ li - t-~.;,-f. cilJ·v-PY,. 
l. The majority or the uncials agree with the reading of 
the teJC1i. 
2. The reading or the text has the wider geograph1ca1 
distribution. · · 
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3. Thero is no reason for an intentional change. 
' 4.. The -- de f/ could have been omitted or added by a 
carel ess s cr-lbo. 
S. Nothing can be determined on the basis of style. 
Conclusi on: The :J.ntor11al evidence is inconclusive. 
Tho exter nal evidence points strongly to the reading of the 
tOl..'te 
Co?Tect i~ead:i.ng : text against P46. 
12: 5 Or.i; ,;, pot1 ( / qs f wo,,.J) - t ext. 8 D"' J3 pc-. J y /. Has l'•V- X If 6 f'I. 
l. The majorit y of 'the uncials favor the rending of . 
t he te:u:t.i 
2. The r eading of the text has the wider geographical 
di stri bution. . . 
3. Per ha ps some scribe thought its addition was a 
cl a~i f i cation. Such insertions for smoothness or 
complet eness are common. · 
4. The \·10r d could have been either added or om1 tted 
inadvertently. · 
S. Nothi ng can be decided on the basis of sty1e. 
Conclusion: Internal evidence is inconclusive. External 
evidence i ndicates that the reading or the text is correct • 
.C,,orrect reading: text and P46. 
12:6 (Jc ),. ,{ U' UJ l(avln'rl!rldl , ... t Jc+. /Jc.Aw lfavr·,t rlJ:,,Ufl.( -Plf&. 
The majority of the uncials· agree with tho reading 
of the text. . 
Tl-\e reading ot the text 1s favored by the geograP.h-
ical distribution. 
If' this is an intentional chan~, :lt would likely 
not be changed to the reading of P46·, which is more 
difficult. 
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4. 'Possibly a sloepy scribe wrote -ro,-"lfc by ml.stake. 
5. St. Paul a l r,1ost invariably uses the infinitive with 
0 i ). w • 
Conclusion: oth internal and axtemal evidence f'avor 
the readi11fi 0£ t he ter~ •. 
Correct rf.lading: text against P46. 
12:6 0m,"-fs Tl ( 1> c.• .f11rl! e -J·+<;,,.f. /llos 1-)-P'l,NDfrfhl,ifv1c~.sy" 
1. 'L1he ~•1ajor uncials are evenly divided between the 
t wo readings . 
2. The reading i n P46 has the wider geographical dts-
tr-lbuti on. 
3. Perhaps a s c!"lbe thought it clarified the sentence 
t o add the word, but ho hardly would have omitted 
it £or the sa_me r eason. · 
4. Po,thaps it t·1as omitted by ri'.1stake1 but to add it · 
ur..intentionally is less plausible. · perhaps it is 
a mar ginal note taken into the text. 
5. :r othin can be decided on the b.asis of style. 
Conclusion: Internal and external evidence indicate 
slightly t.hat the readizie or Pl.;6 is correct. 
Col"rect r eading: P46 against text. Nicoll agrees.36 
12:71/,u cS ,l bt?~·ore 1'~,}-fc,rf/ o,,,its-P'l,ID1l-/4-/~'I Ir. Or. 
1. The major uncials aro evenly divided between the 
two readings. 
The reading in P46 has the tlider eeograph1cal dis-
tribution. 
Perhaps a scribe omitted it, considering the end of 
the vorso to be lpdu• Perhaps a scribe added it tor 
clarif'ication. 
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4. iar dly would this have been added or omitted unin-
t ent.ionally unless it was a marginal note that was 
added . 
5. Not hi n" can be determined on the basis Qt style. 
ConcluEio:!l: The intornal and external evidence point 
slightly t o t he raadine ot Pl..6 • 
.Correct r ending: P46 against text. L~etzmann remarks 
that d 1~ makes an almos't impossible reading.37 llm-rever, Nicoll 
says that , 1 i s t he bes't reading.38 
12=7 ;·~' ,µ ,} : ,11 t;,oi-,,-:1114 I - f f'<+. f i/1. &.IF{,,. J,, ,a,,.. r.,,.+. J /)1nit .J'{#f A D6 ,,.}4.i. x~ 
1. The major w1cials are dividad evenly between the two 
r eadi n.,,s . 
2. The t wo r eadincs are also divided about evenly geo-
t.;1"3 phi ca lly • · 
3. Po~haus the »hrase was omitted because a scribe thought 
it tms a dupiieation 0£ the same phrase above. 
4. Pc~•haps it i-.ras included by copying the samo phrase f"rom 
above by mistake--homoioteleuton. 
5. ·othi ns can be decided on the basis or style. 
Conclusion : The external evidence points to the text very 
slightly. Since the inclusion of the phrase is the more dif-
ficult readi ng , it is probably correct. 
gor r e~ 1•eading: text and P46. The omission, according 
to Lietzmann, appears to be a correction 0£ style.39 
37Lietzraann, 22• cit., P• 1S5. 
38u1coll, al!.• cit., P• 110. 
39i.1otzmann, 22• .sll•, P• 155. 
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12:10 ,ra}- f e1ef Pl/( e ,rl/pc/t:.'l··llRD6,.l,hrl-sy l J,e-lor< 11-Tt:VoXw,,P/ 4I S ) 
l. The major m1cials are evenly divided between the 
-t wo readi ngs. 
2. The reading 0£ the te:tt 1s favored geographically. 
3. Perhaps the reading was changed to £'I in keeping 
t-ri th t he context, but 1 t t-1ould hardly have been 
changed to ,c4.~ intentionally. 
4. PerhGips the ,< ~ in the following line was copied 
by mistake. Or perhaps the context led the scribe 
to t·r.1"ite i t• uni ntentionally. 
5. 1othing can be deter mined on the basis or stylo. 
Conclusio~: The int ernal evidence is inconclusive, and1 
although ,c 1 is tho moi-e di f ficult read11'.1g• the external evi-
dence indicates that the text is corroct. 
Cori .. e ct. readi ng: text against P46. 
s. 
Tho ma jority of the uncials aaree with the reading 
or t he text. 
The reading against the text hos 1dder geographical 
distribution. 
~ \ 
Perhaps the e..v :was changed to ,r,a, to end the sories 
of p repositional phrases. Or perhaps it was changed 
to r, in keeping with the contoxt. 
. ., 
Perhaps the word was changed to ~,, unintentionally 
in keeping t-Jith the context. 
Nothing can be concluded on tho basis 0£ style. 
Conclusion: The internal evidence ls 1nconclualw. The 
external evidence favors tho readinc of the text and P46. 
Correc1( reading : text and P46. 
12:11 o,.~as r 1 ( q-/!f t , ,,,jJ~ .. Y,~/' ) - +~-1 t. J Hr., Tl - p'l,B. 
s. 
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The major uncials aro equally divided between the 
tuo 1'"oadings. 
The reading of tho toxt has the tdder geographical 
distribution. 
There i s no ~eaaon to omit the word intentionally. 
Perhaps i t ,-,as ad~ed to clarify the aantence i:,hen 
a scribe tool. JJ,., advorbially. 
Porhaps it was omitted by a careless scribe but 
hardly added intontionally. 
r!ot. 1i ng can be deci ed on the basis of style. 
Conclusiqn: Internal evidence is inconclusive. Extornal 
8Vidence points to the r eadi ng of the text. 
_Correc~ l"e2d!11re: text a f,;Qinst P46. 
12:12 tr.//, • E,'ot~ r £. --tr:tt P'I/, 8 }<1c,J 0-11,,M r,'o,r-A Ope.if. J lr11 ~ 
0-11.cc / ,,~ - ~ ~ yf / "11 o-,r t1e /o,s -R pl, "J cl_ 
1. Tho majority or the major uncials agreo with the 
reodin~ or t he te,tt. 
2. The reading of the taxt does not have the td.dest 
geographical distribution. 
3. Pe>!9haps a scribe felt that the T'- tms awkward and 
omitted it. 
4. Perhaps a scribe unintontionally left it out since 
the phrase 11;1A1/o - ,, ~ , T ~',l)Qr1r, often occurs with-
out the r t. . 
5. st. Paul uses the phrase twice with T.£ and twice 
,..ri. thout 1 t. 
Conclusion: Sinco the external evidence points to the 
reading of the telrt, it is probably the correct readins. 
Correq" reading: text and P46. 
12:13 ;o-r~IJ11 r £ -t~-d: ' "' BJ. ,MO* 1c./n TT,1'111 .,.~ -A If pl jl),. rTuf tJ,, re - 6. 
1. The major uncials all agree id.th tho reading o~ the 
text. 
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2. The readin5 of the text has the wider geographica1 
distribution. 
3. Perhaps the reading in o is ,mat the scribe thoueht 
was a bet t er way to express the idea. 
4. A careless scribe could have written an~ for an 
o by !iti..st ake. · · 
5. t!othin~ ca:.t be decided on the basis of style. 
Concl usion: The 9A~ernal evidcnco in particular points 
to the r eadi ng 0 £ the text. 
Corre~ ~eadi11g: text and P46. Hicoll also accepts this 
readi ng. l;.O 
12:14 H,1l 'rt1uro {!,t1l- flrt: r(' :rt1v)-l~lri.P'i'.nl6D)6111.lo-/f1y /OJJ11if-fi4./_ 
1. The majo;.-- uncials all agroe ,nth the reading of the 
t el.~. 
2. The 1•eading of the text has the wider geographical 
distrlbution. 
3. Ther e is no reason for an intentional change. 
4. Pi ... obably the word ,-,as omitted inadvertently by a 
car eless scribe. 
s. There is nothing that can be concluded on the basis 
0£ style. · 
Conclusion: The external evidence is overwhelmingly in 
favor of the reading of tlle text. 
Correct reading: text and P46. 
12:14 To7s ,,-,eur,v DfJ r a.11111'.J , ,,, ~text. 0>Jr411,t11J'e1v -rol.S 
yo'l t. UPo_t V- P'li,. /1 3 9. 
1. The majority of the major uncials agree With the 
reading ot the text. 
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2. T~e reading or tho text has the wider geoe:raphical 
dl.s t r:1.bution. 
3. There is no reason for an intentional change. 
4. :Per haps 6'"' ~ .u.,-,'se 11, ,-.ras inadvertently omitted and 
t hen put in a t the t.rrong place. 
5. Nothing can be decided on the basis ot style. 
Concl~si011: Tho external evidence is overwhelmingly in 
favor of the reading of t he text. 
,Oor rec,t r-oading: t elct against P46. 
12:15 t f- t, ,. f P"lt...i G / t:I S(q~ • Rpl• 'IJ / o,,,; r- I) if "9,.,. J,s t. 
1. The ma j or i ty of t he major uncials agree ,rl.th the 
r ea i l'lG of the text. 
2. The readi ng or the te:-.-t does not have t.he wider 
geoerophical distribution. 
3. Perhaps the ,r4: was added tor amoothnesa. Perhaps 
a scribe f elt ·t be sentence made better sense without 
the i i . 'l.'he ltoine tradition may be a conflation. 
4. The r eading of D may be the slip or a careless acr:l.be. 
5. Hot.bing can be decided on the basis of style. 
Conclus i qn : The external evidence points to the reading 
of t ho t e1,,;;. 
Cor r e ct rea ding : text and P46. 
The majority or tho major uncials agree tdth the 
reading of P46. . 
The reading of P46 has the wider geographical dis-
tribution. 
Perhaps it was changed to the indicative active to 
0O1--respond to the indicative 'DElssivel but it would 
hardly have been changed to the part ciple. 
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4. Probably the v was dropped by mistake. 
S. ifothine can be docided on the basis ot style • 
.[onclusiori : The external and internal evidence both point 
to the readi~g of P46 • 
.Q.orrect r eadin~: P46 against text. 
l. The ma jor uncials do not support the reading ot the 
toxt. 
2. The ~eading or the text does not have the tdder geo-
gr aphical di s tribution. 
3. 'fhor•e is no reason ror an intentional chan~• 
l+e Pi obabl y t he - q,T- t·1as inadvertently dropped. 
5. Uothine; can bo decided on the basis or style. 
Conclusion : Since Aleph's reading is weakly attested and 
tho readi n3 or P{..6 can be explained from the reading of the 
text, t he r~adinB of the text is probably correct. 
,Qor ec.t 1~eading: text against P46. 
12:19 77"~ A11. c - f-.? ,r-f-. 1Jt urJ. tla, - p l/(,/ 11C:J ,,, - R. JJ rl- s1I' 
l. The major uncials do not favor the :reading ot the text. 
2. Tho readi ng or the text does not have the wider geo-
graphical distribution. ,, 
3. It is possible that a scribe thought that Tr"-A iv 
.fit better since the idea had bean mentioned pnJ. ce 
before. But it would hardly be changed 'to .,,.,. ca, 
since this makes a more ditftcult reading. The scribe 
of P46 probably thou~t w-l.\4, waa a dif'f'ioul~ read-
ing and added an av by conjec-ture. 
4. Perhaps this is an uninten'tlonal change one way or the 
other. 
so 
S. Ifot.hing can bo docided on tho basis ot style • 
.Conclusi on: Both internal ancl extornal evidence point 
to the reading of t he text. 
Correct l'"eading : text against P/+6. 
12:19 iv Jv,, r r f - -J-e -rf. c,~,,;fs- - f'I' d. e. 
1. The majority or the uncials agree with the reading 
or t he t ext. 
2. The r oading of the text has the widor geographical 
dist ribut ion. 
3. Per haps the phrase was inserted to give the sentence 
3 par ticular emphasis. There is no reason to omit it. 
4. Per haps the phr ase was skipped by a careless sc~be. 
;. llothinG c,u1 be determined on the basis of sty1e. 
Co~cl usio~: The external ovidence points to the reading 
of t he "GGJi."t . 
Corr ect readi ns : telrt. aeainst P46. 
1. 
s. 
The maj ority 0£ the uncials agree tdth the reading 
of t he text. 
The two readings are about oqually divided geograph-
ically. 
There is no reason tor an intentional change, since 
both make sense. 
Perhaps the reading was influenced by the singular 
that precedes it or the plural that follows it. 
St. Paul usually uses the singular, but it is note-
worthy that in many o:f his uses of S,/JoS the VUlgate 
has the plur11l. Perhaps the plural is an influence 
.from the Latin. 
Conclusion: The oxternal evidence and internal evidence 
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both favor tho reading or the text. 
Correct re~dins: text with P46. 
l2:21 Tt:tvt ,,,~""?-f1: Kf.XAl( 1,11 11 l /T411'E.1,,ufr~c.-l''l,BND6pn1. 
l. The majority of tho major uncials agree with the 
r eading i n PW-5. 
2. The reading or P46 has tho wider geo~phical dis-
tribution. 
3. Perha ps the word 'l'IBS changed to the subjunctive to 
agree \·rl th the '"~ or the .,,r.,, I),/,.,. There is no 
reason £or a change to the indicative. 
4. Perhaps the l' 't'tas written by a scribe who was copy-
ing from dictation, the subjunctive being the natural 
spelline; a fter 14,r. . 
5. tlothing can be decided on tho basis or s.tyle. 
Conclusion: Roth internal and external evidence tavor re 
tlle indica tive. 
Cor r ect reading: P46 against text. 
s. 
The major uncials are evenly divided between the 
t'l.·10 readings. 
The reading or the toxt and ot P46 are evenly divid-
ed geoerapbically. 
' > h Perhaps a scribo changed the o-uv- to , ., to agree wit 
the previous 'v c:e ,~ r;;, or to o-Jv to agree with the 
vi , ' pre ous ,.,,, • 
Probably this is a case of homoioarkton written b:, 
mistake under the innuence of the prerioua 111 tc&rie • 
iothing can be concluded on the basis of style. 
Conclusion: Tho external evidence is inconcl1:1s1ve. The , 
internal evidence ,1ould point slly)ltly to the o-u~ • 
Correct reading: text against P46. 
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13:Sd1J1ils er>T I I/ l a-1-n,. u.,11111)-nict l'ltBD",,J H•s ;,,.,., 11-'tAlt6pl- /4 -I:. 
l. The maj ority of t he major uncials agree with the 
r eadin~ of t ho text. 
2. The t wo readi ngs aro about evenly divided geograph-
i cally. 
3. There i s no r eason to omit it, but it •Y have been 
added for clarif ication. 
4. 'rhe .rord may have been omitted when the scribe saw 
t he l -,.,v and thoue;ht it. ,10s the Jrrt. trom the line 
bal oi-,. I t may have been added because ot homoio-
t el eut on. 
5. Uoth:i..ng can be decided on the basis or style. 
Conclusion: Both internal and external evidence indicate 
that t he reading or tho text is corr~t. 
Correct :i:.r:>adi nJl: text and P46. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIO!iS 
There ore countless questions that could be asked as to 
what t he s~enii'icance or P46 is in the Second Epistle of st. 
Paul t o t he Corinthians. One cannot, within_the limitations 
of' thi s presentation, enter into all or th~m. But tho study 
does sugflest several useful considerations. 
First of nll the question might be asked: "How does P46 
f'i t into ·;,;be t't·ro l1lcljor families or texts in the Second Epistle 
to the Corin~hians?" The readings break down as follotrs: 
P46 agrees with the Alexandrian family in thirty-three 
out o•"' 1'1ii:1ety-six readings; with the Western family, t1.·1elve 
times ; and ,.-,i t h a mixture of the t·Testern and 1\lexandrion 
families, thirty timos. It stands alone against Aleph, B1 
and D in t\·:enty-one readings. This would indicate that the 
text is i n closer agreement with the Alexandrian family as 
such tha 11 uith the t1Testern text by itself. llotl8ver1 because 
ot tho mixture of families, a more detailed study would have 
to be made to arrive at a more definite conclusion. 
As for the readings themselves, the Nestle text accepts 
thirty-two out 0£ tho ninety-six readings from P46 as genuine 
and rejects si::1::ty-£our. According to the findings in this 
paper, fifty-five out of the ninety-six readings are probably 
correct. This suggests that the Nestle text is in need of fur-
ther revision. Nestle's principle was to take into consideration 
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tho oditions of.' t estcott-Hort, Tischendorf I and Weiss, and 
incor,porate ·the reacting on t1hich at least two out f?l the throe 
agi-eed. Tho method leavos something to be desired. 
As fa1'" as tho .four major u.'1cials are concerned, the fol-
lowing conclusions emerge. or the twonty-ona readings in which 
P46 stands al one against Aleph, B, and D1 none are accepted as 
correct. Pl~ and Aleph agree in six readinga1 ot these three 
are correct. In seventeen readingo P46 and B agree against 
Aleph ~nd D. Of these seventeen, sevon are correct. tlhere 
P46 and D Elf,;ree , six out of twelve readinlJS are accepted. In 
those readings in ttl1ich P461 Aleph, and B coincide, nine out 
ot ten are accepted. The seven readings in which P46, A1eph1 
and D agr ee are all correct, as \'1811 as the fifteen readings 
in which P46 0 B, a11d D agree. Tbis reveals the fact that in 
the readi n5s which Mesiile cites, ,1hen there 1a a mixture of 
Alexandrian and ·1estcn"ll readings in agreement with P46, they 
are all correct. 'L'he remaining ei~ht reacl1nga are those ln 
which all four major uncials agree against the readings ot a_ 
lesser manuscript. All of these a1ght readings are accepted. 
In only f our out 0£ the ninety-six readings do both P46 
and the Nestle text favor a ouapected reading (1:12; 4:2; 
7:8; Eh7) • 
Dur-lng the past several decades, many English transla-
tions or the I\Jet-1 Testament have been published in the English-
speaking world. 0£ these translations the most widely lmOlffl 
is p1'"0bably the Revised Standard Version, which is to be re-
vised and corrected again within the next few years. Such a 
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0tUdy as this paper would sugeest that P46 oup,ht to play an 
iniportant part in this correction. H0\10Ver1 the author be-
lieves t hat f'or greater accuracy, ocxnethlng more complete than 
the m~stle text ought to be employed in the process ot revision. 
Ot her moro detailed questions could be asked, such aa1 
How cai--eful or careless 1.·1as the scribe in copying? Did the 
scribe 1:-.rrit.e f'ror,1 dicta tion or by copying another manuscript? 
HO\', ca1'efully di d t ho correctors do their work? Did they fol-
low any pattern? Un£ortunately1 such queBtions cannot be an-
swered on the basis or the Ii!estle text. 'l'he writer learned one 
fact, in particul ar, in the course or his re~earch: no major 
dofinitive work i.n the f'iold of tel.."tual criticism should be done 
on the basis o the Uestle text. One oan detect general trends 
and come to fairly roliable conclusions working td.th the Nestle 
apparat us , but one cannot come to final conclusions. 
In 8eneral, the study reveal.od that P46 in the Second Epis-
tle to the Corint hians follot-,s th~ genoral pattern or the same 
manuscript in the other epistles. It agrees more with the Alex-
andrian family than with any other group but has a very def'inlte 
tendency toward the ~'!estern family. Furtbermore I the study in-
dicates that the td tness ot P46 is ot tremendous i~portance 
tor the future of tho science of textual criticism. 
APPEMDIX 
The foll o~rlng t able lists all or those verses in tho 
Second • pi stle 0£ St. Paul to the Corinthians in which a 
reading f'-eom P4 occurs in the Nestle text. The roadlngs 
are arrangod according to the ~greements among the major 
uncials: Aleph, B, o, and P46. A plus (,') behind the verse 
number indicates that the writer has accepted the reading as 
genuine; 2nd a minus(-) indicates that the 'tlriter does not 
consi der t ho rca ing gonuino. 
F46 onlt f i6 and Alo;eh i!la:2 and D EI.Q and D 
1:9 - 1:6-7 .J 1:11 I 1:11 /. 1:10 - 4:5 - 1:12 - 1:1 -1:11 - 7:11 - 1:13 - 2:17 ~ 1:13 - 9 : 5 ./:. 2:1 - 3:6 1:17 - 12:l ".j 3:3 ,J 1:6 1 3:1{3 - 12:10 • 4:2 - :2 -3:18 - 4:14 - S:16 -4:11 - 4:17 I- 9:4 -S:10 - 7:S - 12:6 ~ S:19 - 8:7 - 12:7 6:16 - 10:1 I- 12:16 -7:1 - 101 - 13:4 -7:8 - 11:27 • 7:14 - 11:30 ~ 9:1 - 12:1 9:10 - 12:7 "/, 12:.5 - 12:11 -12:6 -12:14 -
12:19 -
12:19 -
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